TRANSVERTERS GALORE!
Convert from HF to 4 or 6m with this state-of-art design by G3WPO

Louis Varney, G5RV, tells the Marconi story

Starting out on the shortwaves

Leap over the rest with our mini hula antenna for 2m

THE PYE POCKETPHONE PHOENIX
Out of the ashes onto 70cm
Conversion by G4HCL

Win the SMIC Polarphasor—as reviewed inside
## CO-AX Plugs, Sockets, Adaptors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Standard 50 OHM BNC plug</td>
<td>£0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>20 OHM solderless crimp type BNC</td>
<td>£1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Chassis mounting BNC socket</td>
<td>£0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Single hole chassis mounting BNC socket for panels up to 4mm thick</td>
<td>£0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Single chassis mounting BNC socket for panels up to 7mm thick</td>
<td>£0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Double ended BNC female socket</td>
<td>£1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Double ended BNC plug</td>
<td>£1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>BNC T connector plug/socket/plug/sockets</td>
<td>£2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>BNC T connector/socket/socket/sockets</td>
<td>£2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Elbow BNC socket/plug</td>
<td>£1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>BNC line socket female/female</td>
<td>£0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>PL259 standard plug 9.5mm internal dia.</td>
<td>£0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>Reducer for PL259 5.2 mm internal dia.</td>
<td>£0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>Standard PL259 with built in reducer 5.2 mm</td>
<td>£0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>Right angle PL259 for RG58/U</td>
<td>£0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>solderless PL259 with built in reducer RG58/U</td>
<td>£0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>SO239 4 hole mounting chassis socket</td>
<td>£0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>SO239 female/female coupler</td>
<td>£0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>PL3088 male/mae coupler/various</td>
<td>£0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21</td>
<td>PL259 (push on) SO239 quick disconnect</td>
<td>£1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22</td>
<td>Right angle PL259/SP239</td>
<td>£1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P23</td>
<td>PL239 T connector female/male/female</td>
<td>£1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24</td>
<td>SO239 T connector female/female</td>
<td>£1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P25</td>
<td>N type plug to BNC socket</td>
<td>£2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P26</td>
<td>BNC plug to N type socket</td>
<td>£1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27</td>
<td>N type plug to SO239</td>
<td>£2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P28</td>
<td>PL259 to N type socket</td>
<td>£2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P29</td>
<td>Phono plug to SO239</td>
<td>£0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P30</td>
<td>3.5mm plug to SO239</td>
<td>£0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P31</td>
<td>BNC plug to BNC connector</td>
<td>£1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P32</td>
<td>PL259 to BNC socket</td>
<td>£1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P33</td>
<td>Standard co-ax plug to BNC socket</td>
<td>£0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P34</td>
<td>Phantom plug to BNC socket</td>
<td>£1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P35</td>
<td>Phantom plug to F type socket</td>
<td>£0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P36</td>
<td>Pus in F type plug</td>
<td>£0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P37</td>
<td>PL259 to phono socket</td>
<td>£0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P38</td>
<td>BNC to phono socket</td>
<td>£0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P39</td>
<td>F type plug to phono socket</td>
<td>£0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P40</td>
<td>F type plug to BNC socket</td>
<td>£1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P41</td>
<td>F type socket to phono socket</td>
<td>£0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P42</td>
<td>PL259 plug to plug</td>
<td>£2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P43</td>
<td>3.5mm plug to 3.5mm jack</td>
<td>£0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P44</td>
<td>Phantom plug to standard co-ax socket</td>
<td>£0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P45</td>
<td>Standard co-ax plug to phono socket</td>
<td>£0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P46</td>
<td>TNC plug</td>
<td>£2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P47</td>
<td>N type in line socket for RG6/G6</td>
<td>£1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P48</td>
<td>N type in line socket for RG56</td>
<td>£1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P49</td>
<td>N T connector female/female</td>
<td>£3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P50</td>
<td>N single hole mounting chassis socket</td>
<td>£1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P51</td>
<td>N four hole mounting chassis socket</td>
<td>£1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P52</td>
<td>N single hole male/male</td>
<td>£3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P53</td>
<td>N T connector female/female</td>
<td>£3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P54</td>
<td>N double ended female/female</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P55</td>
<td>N double ended male/male</td>
<td>£2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P56</td>
<td>N plug type for RG56 cable</td>
<td>£1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P57</td>
<td>N plug type for RG8 cable</td>
<td>£1.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mike and Power connectors

Please note that it is the line socket on the end of the mike.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC1</td>
<td>2 pin in line socket</td>
<td>£0.65 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC2</td>
<td>2 pin chassis mounting plug</td>
<td>£0.65 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC3</td>
<td>2 pin in line plug</td>
<td>£1.40 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC4</td>
<td>3 pin in line socket</td>
<td>£0.85 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC5</td>
<td>3 pin chassis mounting plug</td>
<td>£0.85 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC6</td>
<td>3 pin in line socket</td>
<td>£1.45 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC7</td>
<td>4 pin in line socket</td>
<td>£0.70 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC8</td>
<td>4 pin chassis mounting plug</td>
<td>£0.75 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC9</td>
<td>4 pin in line plug</td>
<td>£1.65 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC10</td>
<td>4 pin right angle line socket</td>
<td>£1.40 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC11</td>
<td>5 pin in line socket</td>
<td>£0.80 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC12</td>
<td>5 pin chassis mounting plug</td>
<td>£0.75 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC13</td>
<td>5 pin in line plug</td>
<td>£1.65 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC14</td>
<td>6 pin chassis mounting plug</td>
<td>£0.80 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC15</td>
<td>6 pin chassis mounting plug</td>
<td>£0.80 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC16</td>
<td>6 pin in line plug</td>
<td>£2.30 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC17</td>
<td>7 pin in line socket</td>
<td>£1.35 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC18</td>
<td>7 pin chassis mounting plug</td>
<td>£1.15 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC19</td>
<td>7 pin in line plug</td>
<td>£2.05 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC20</td>
<td>8 pin in line socket</td>
<td>£1.45 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC21</td>
<td>8 pin chassis mounting plug</td>
<td>£1.20 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC22</td>
<td>8 pin in line plug</td>
<td>£2.30 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## CO-AX Cable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>pope HI 00</td>
<td>£0.75 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>pope RG58CU</td>
<td>£0.30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Telephone Accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>modular telephone t adaptors</td>
<td>£2.50 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>2/4A telephone master socket</td>
<td>£3.50 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>2/6A slave ext socket</td>
<td>£3.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>5m ext leads with modular plug and socket</td>
<td>£2.50 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>10m ext leads with modular plug and socket</td>
<td>£4.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## AC Power leads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC1</td>
<td>3 pin IEC plug and lead right angle with 2m cable</td>
<td>£2.50 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC2</td>
<td>3 pin IEC plug and lead straight with 2m cable</td>
<td>£2.50 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC3</td>
<td>3 pin fig8 type plug with 2m cable</td>
<td>£1.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Trimming Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TT1</td>
<td>complete set of 4 double ended trimming tools</td>
<td>£1.75 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## DC Power Sockets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC1</td>
<td>centre hole 2.1mm dia shaft length 10mm</td>
<td>£0.25 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC2</td>
<td>centre hole 2.5mm dia shaft length 10mm</td>
<td>£0.25 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC3</td>
<td>centre hole 2.1mm dia shaft length 14mm</td>
<td>£0.25 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC4</td>
<td>centre hole 2.5mm dia shaft length 14mm</td>
<td>£0.25 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P&P £1.00. Co-ax 10p p.m. All mail will be sent by normal post unless otherwise requested.
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HIGHER AND HIGHER WITH

2 New models to raise ICOM Amateur frequencies to 1.2GHz.

IC-1271E Fantastic new multimode 1.2GHz Transceiver

ICOM, a pioneer in 1.2GHz technology are proud to introduce the first full feature 1240 - 1300 MHz base station transceiver. Features include: multimode operation, 32 memories, scanning and 10 watts RF output. The IC-1271E allows you to explore the world of 1.2GHz thanks to a newly developed PLL circuit that covers the entire band, a total of 60MHz, SSB, CW and FM modes may be used anywhere in the band making the IC-1271E ideal for mobile, DX, repeater, satellite or moonbounce operation. The IC-1271E has outstanding receiver sensitivity, the RF amplifiers use a low noise figure and high-gain disc type GaAs FET's for microwave applications. The rugged power amplifier provides 10 Watts which can be adjusted from 1 to 10 Watts. A sophisticated scanning system includes memory scan, programme scan, mode-selective scan and auto-stop feature. Scanning of frequencies and memories is possible from either the transceiver or the HM12 scanning microphone. 32 programmable memories are provided to store the mode and frequency in 32 different channels. All functions including memory channel are shown clearly on a seven digit luminescent dual colour display. The IC-1271E has a dial-lock, noise blanker, RIT, AGC fast or slow and VOX functions. With a powerful 2 Watt audio output the IC-1271E is easily audible even in a noisy environment. The transceiver operates with either a 240V AC (optional) or 12 volt DC power supply. A variety of options include IC-PS25 internal AC power supply, IC-EX310 voice synthesizer, the TV-1200 TV transceiver adaptor and the IC-EX309 computer interface. The IC-1271E is the most compact and lightest all-mode 1200 MHz transceiver currently available.

IC-R7000 VHF/UHF scanning receiver

Causing quite a stir at the moment is the ICOM IC-R7000. This new receiver is able to give high frequency coverage up to 1.3MHz without sacrificing SSB stability which is maintained throughout the IC-R7000's entire frequency range. For simplified operation and quick tuning, the IC-R7000 feature direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of the frequency or by turning the main tuning knob. FM/AM/SSB modes, frequency coverage 25-1000 MHz and 1025 - 2000MHz (25 - 1000MHz and 1260 - 1300MHz guaranteed specification). The IC-R7000 has 99 memories available to store your favourite frequencies including the operation mode. Memory channels may be called up by simply pressing the memory switch, then rotating the memory channel knob or by direct keyboard entry. A sophisticated scanning system provides instant access to most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto-M switch, the IC-R7000 automatically memorises frequencies in use, while the unit is in the scan mode. This allows you to recall frequencies that were in use. Scanning systems include memory selected frequency ranges or priority channels, scanning speed is adjustable. Narrow/wide filter selection. Five tuning speeds: 10Hz, 100Hz, 1.0KHz, 10KHz and 25KHz. All functions including memory channel readout are clearly shown on dual-colour fluorescent display with dimmer switch. The IC-R7000 has dial-lock, noise blanker, S-meter and attenuator. Options include RC-12 infra-red remote controller and a voice synthesizer.

For a more detailed specification of the competitively priced IC-R7000 contact your authorised ICOM dealer or telephone us direct on 0800 521145, our FREE Line service for Amateurs and SWL's.
ICOM IC735 compact HF Transceiver

As predicted the ICOM IC-735 has rapidly gained the reputation it deserves. When compared with similar top names' transceivers the IC-735 towers above them (despite its smaller size). The IC-735 has a larger number of programmable channels, but notably most important is the superb sensitivity in all modes SSB, CW, AM and FM. This superior sensitivity is due to the excellent front end performance. All amateur frequencies from 1.8MHz to 30MHz are available including the three new bands 10, 18 and 24MHz. RF output is approximately 100 Watts. Tuning ranges from 100kHz to 30MHz, made continuous by using a high-side IF and a CPU control system. RTTY operation is also possible.

Dynamic range is 105dB with a 70.451MHz first IF circuit. Pass-band tuning and a sharp IF notch filter provide clear reception even under duress. Preamp is 10dB and attenuator 20dB. Computer remote control is possible via the RS-232C jack.

Options include: the AT-150 automatic antenna tuner, the PS55 AC power supply and the SM-6 and SM-8 desk mics. Why not find out more about the IC-735 by ringing us or your local ICOM dealer.

Thanet Electronics are proud to offer their continued complete service for all Amateur radio requirements - no matter what your problem may be regarding the smooth operation of your shack Thanet have the answers, and technical 'know-how'.

If you require a demonstration of any ICOM equipment telephone our retail premises on Herne Bay (0227) 369464 where we will be pleased to hear from you.

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Telephone us free-of-charge on:
HELP Line 0800-521145.

This is strictly a helpline for obtaining information about or ordering ICOM equipment. We regret this service cannot be used by dealers or for repair enquiries and parts orders. Thank you.

ICOM authorised dealers in the U.K.

Alyntronics, Newcastle, 0632-761002.
Amateur Radio Exchange, London (Ealing), 01-992 5765.
Amcomm, London (S. Harrow), 01-422 9988.
Arrow Electronics Ltd., Chelmsford, Essex, 0245-381673/26.
Beamrite, Cardiff, 0222-486884.
Booth Holdings (Bath) Ltd., Bristol, 02217-3402.
Bredhurst Electronics Ltd., W. Sussex, 0444-407886.
D.P. Hobbs, Norwich, 0603-618766.
Dressler (UK) Ltd., London (Leyton), 01-958 0894.
D.W. Electronics, Widnes, Cheshire, 051-420 2559.

Hobbytronics, Knutsford, Cheshire, 0665-4040. Until 10pm daily.
Poole Logic, Poole, Dorset, 0202 883083.
Photo Acoustics Ltd., Buckinghamshire, 0908-610835.
Redcomm Electronics, Co. Cork, Ireland, 0103831-632725.
Radio Shack Ltd., London NW6, 01-634 7174.
R.A.S. Nottingham, 0602-200267.
Ray Withers Comms, Warley, West Midlands, 021-431 3201.
Scottcomms, Edinburgh, 031-657 2430.
Tyrone Amateur Electronics, Co. Tyrone, N. Ireland, 0662-42043.
Waters & Stanton Electronics, Hockley, Essex, 0702-206883.

Listed here are just some of the authorised dealers who can demonstrate ICOM equipment all year round. This list covers most areas of the U.K. but if you have difficulty finding a dealer near you, contact Thanet Electronics and we will be able to help you.
THE RAE — A FAILING EXAM?
Sir, May 1, as a lapsed internal examiner for schools, take a closer look at the RAE? Last May I scored a credit in each section of the paper and the surprise I felt at this feat made me think deeply on the structure of the papers. I came up with these, admittedly contentious, conclusions which I can only defend by claiming them to come straight from the heart.

Paper 1 seems generally to be a free gift, and it shouldn’t be. Assuming, and it is only an assumption, a 40% pass level then 14 correct answers scores a pass. Since 23 questions deal with licence conditions it is possible to gain a pass in Paper 1 without knowing anything about transmitter interference — some 12 questions. I should have thought more emphasis on this extremely important branch of our hobby would go far to silence the perennial complaints in the amateur media about interference, not all of which comes from the whipping boys of the CB fraternity and radio pirates.

More central is the state of Paper 2. At the same pass rate correct answers required are 24 out of a total of 60. It is this paper which is responsible, I believe, for the bulk of the failure rate. Because the examining board calls in the question papers immediately after the exam it is not easy to analyse their content over a period of time. From my own experience, however, I am quite certain that at least ten of the questions put to me had no obvious relation to the syllabus. One frequently encounters questions in an examination which one understands but for which, alas, one has no correct answer. It is rarer to encounter questions that cannot be understood as such. Ten of these I encountered in my own ordeal, chiefly, although not entirely, connected with circuit recognition.

The comments I have made cut no ice without a systematic analysis of the papers in question. However, I can claim to be no slouch in the matter of passing public examinations, having taken fifteen at tertiary level. In addition, I have marked papers at University level and have been an Internal examiner for CSE, setting and marking papers for a number of years.

Little of my experience has been in the technical field, excepting for some Statistical Mathematics. But I have had a lifetime’s casual interest in amateur radio, starting at the feet of my SWL grandpa by ripping basket coils apart for devilment, graduating to the odd crystal set and ending up as an Infantry Signaller using the first X-tal’s ever put into service. In consequence I feel I can recognise a question on a subject I know next to nothing about; and I recognised ten such in the RAE.

One last comment. The questions are objective-type. These are great for marking and shifting through computers. Hence, and quite understandably, the reluctance of the Examining Board to release its question papers, since it is a decided chore to produce four likely answers to ninety five questions twice a year. Three undesirable consequences flow from this practice. The syllabus becomes relatively rigid, being subservient to the questions that can be asked in terms of it. The question papers are not subjected to constant scrutiny by informed radio amateurs and others who are able to point out flaws, such as those I may be pointing out in this letter. Objective-type papers only test one’s knowledge in areas of interest to those setting the paper; should the examinee possess relevant knowledge in other areas it goes unexamined.

This last consequence can be self-defeating. Einstein is reputed to have failed his first university examination in Higher Mathematics because the Examining Board wasn’t interested in questioning him about his peculiar views on the curvature of space. What unknown genius may have sat the RAE, passed or failed, and taken with him into obscurity his arcane knowledge on the construction of intergalactic QRP CW rigs from binliners and apple cores?

Trevor M. Artingstoll

THANKS RON AND SHIRLEY
Sir, I would like to thank Ron Ray and Shirley Hesketh for their efforts in putting together the HRT Morse course. For my birthday last November, my unsuspecting XYL presented me with the two tapes which go to make this course and so began my introduction to the world of morse.

I cannot believe that anybody can honestly call trying to learn morse fun; however, the morse course, for me at least, certainly made the whole process a lot less painful than I imagined it was going to be.

I started the course with zero knowledge of the basic morse code but found their method of tuition easy to digest and was surprised just how quickly I came to firstly recognise the characters and thereafter build up my receive speed.

The acquisition of a morse variation to my class B licence from April was an additional help but did temporarily cast doubts in my mind about the random five letter group approach as used by Ron and Shirley. The majority of operators I spoke to during practise sessions were of the opinion that being conditioned early to hear groups of five letters tends to produce difficulties for the learner later on when trying to distinguish longer words during receiving plain language.

As it happened I found no drawbacks later on, having started with five letter groups. In fact, I found that during plain language receive I was faithfully copying down exactly what I heard deliberate mistakes and all and was not in the habit of presupposing words or letters.

I found that 15 minutes per day, every day, produced a reasonable rate of progress; longer sessions did not seem to be any more productive and in any case guaranteed forthright comments from the XYL about her sanity!

Tape 2 side 2 is mainly at the Post Office test speed, however after numerous playbacks, the tension of the tape began to vary which produced some interesting results with me trying to copy at speeds that were varying from an estimated 10-18 wpm; all good practice.

I would like to extend my congratulations via your letters page to Ron and Shirley for putting together such a well thought out tape and also my sincere thanks to Ray, G4MRJ, and Archie, G2WQ, for the time they gave me for morse practice skeds.

Cattley, G0CWZ.

TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENCE
Sir, I have recently completed
construction of the FM Talkbox 2m receiver designed by G3WPO and G4KEI (HRT February '84), and have been having problems in getting it to work satisfactorily. In particular, the performance of the front end seems to be somewhat short of ideal. In the assembly instructions, Q1 and Q2 are specified as 3SK51 and 3SK60, whereas the devices received in the kit were 3SK45. In the absence of technical data I assumed that all these devices were equivalent and so went ahead and soldered them into the circuit.

When the moment of switch-on came, everything seemed to be working except that no signals could be received. Investigation showed that Q1 and Q2 had both failed, possibly through mishandling on my part, in not observing proper precautions. My obvious need was then to obtain a couple of replacements. From the Circuit catalogue, it appeared that 3SK45 was no longer available and the 3SK85 would be a suitable replacement (although FPAK instead of JEDEC TO-72) so a couple were duly obtained and soldered, with suitable precaution, into the circuit. This time, some degree of success was achieved, in that signals were just heard when an aerial was connected. In spite of attempts to align the receiver, very little improvement could be obtained in sensitivity. At this point, I contacted G3WPO and Circuit, who now sell the kit, for advice. Both were very helpful and gave me plenty of advice.

Being one of those people who is never satisfied, I wanted to establish the real cause of the problem for myself. So with the help of data sheets kindly supplied by Circuit, I set about the problem in detail.

The first thing I found was that contrary to my expectation 3SK85 was not equivalent to 3SK51/3SK60. For example, taking the Q1 circuit (RF amplifier) where VDS = 12V, VG2S = av and VG1S = 0V, the drain of characteristics for the 3SK60 indicate a typical drain current of 3mA. Under these conditions one would expect quite a healthy forward transfer admittance of the order of 10mA/V.

Applying the same working voltage conditions to the 3SK85 results in a typical drain current of 17mA. At VDS = 12V, the channel dissipation would then be over 200mW — the maximum specified for the device. Allowing for the likely spread of DC characteristics, it seems probably that the 3SK85 would fail through over dissipation. If this has happened, one might assume that the only way I was able to receive any RF at all was via the gate 1 to drain capacitance (typically 0.03pF). No wonder the gain was low!

I am now almost sure that changing Q1 to a 3SK60 will solve the problem, but puddings need to be proved... Has anyone else had similar problems?

Dennis Hickman, GW4ZTE.

HAVE YOU HEARD?

Looking for a handheld? Read on!

No doubt you will have heard of Kenpro and their reputation for uncompromising quality. But have you heard just how good Kenpro’s new VHF/UHF handhelds are? Since our first Kenpro’s started to arrive at their new homes, we’ve received many letters and telephone calls from delighted owners. Just one example is G3 YGI who writes... “Extremely pleased — performance has amazed me.” Listen out from Kenprofessional owners on the airwaves. Hear and be assured Kenpro will not sing and dance but they will communicate extremely well. Have you heard it? Kenprofessionals know it!

KT200EE VHF Transceiver. 140-150MHz — £169 + £5.00 p&p
KT400EE UHF Transceiver. 430-440MHz — £189 + £5.00 p&p

£1000 INSTANT CREDIT. HP/PERSONAL LOANS AVAILABLE. RWC CREDITCARD (written details on request) please telephone.

HI-TEC WORLDWIDE LTD

584, Hagley Rd West, Quinton, Birmingham B68 0BS. Tel: 021-421 8201 (24hrs) Telex: 334303 TXAGWM-G
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## YAESU PRODUCTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FT-757GX</td>
<td>HF transceiver gen coverage all modes</td>
<td>£739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-757AT</td>
<td>Automatic antenna tuner</td>
<td>£259.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-757D</td>
<td>Switched mode PSU - 50% duty</td>
<td>£160.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-757HD</td>
<td>Heavy duty PSU - 100% duty</td>
<td>£175.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-65</td>
<td>Computer interface Apple II</td>
<td>£47.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-80</td>
<td>Computer interface N.E.C.</td>
<td>£105.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-323C</td>
<td>Computer interface RS-232</td>
<td>£57.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMB-20</td>
<td>Mobile mount</td>
<td>£14.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP-700</td>
<td>Matching power supply</td>
<td>£150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC-700</td>
<td>Matching antenna unit</td>
<td>£104.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-757GX</td>
<td>When purchased with FT-757GX</td>
<td>£18.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## DUAL BANDER

### FT-2700RH £499

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MH-12A2B</td>
<td>Sprk mic</td>
<td>£16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMB-21</td>
<td>Mobile Mount</td>
<td>£7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YM-2</td>
<td>Headset mic</td>
<td>£15.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA-3</td>
<td>DC adaptor</td>
<td>£18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNB-3</td>
<td>10.8V batt pack</td>
<td>£30.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNB-4</td>
<td>12V batt pack</td>
<td>£24.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBA-5</td>
<td>Bat case for IAA dry cell</td>
<td>£195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-203R</td>
<td>2m synth handle thumbwheel tuning + FNB-3</td>
<td>£195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-203H</td>
<td>2m synth handle thumbwheel tuning + FNB-4</td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-203RH</td>
<td>2m synth handle thumbwheel tuning + FBA-5 (accessories as for FT-203R)</td>
<td>£175.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-2700</td>
<td>Dual band receiver 2m and 70cm. Full duplex, Scanning priority. 10 mems.</td>
<td>£408.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVS-1</td>
<td>Voice synthesiser module</td>
<td>£21.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-370R</td>
<td>2m FM transceiver 25W. Scanning mems. Dual VFO</td>
<td>£315.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-270R</td>
<td>2m FM transceiver 45W. Scanning mems. Dual VFO</td>
<td>£385.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YHA-44</td>
<td>1/4 wave helical antenna</td>
<td>£7.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## FT-726R £775

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YM-1</td>
<td>Headset mic</td>
<td>£14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-2</td>
<td>Switching unit</td>
<td>£13.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-1</td>
<td>Headset mic</td>
<td>£14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-2</td>
<td>Switching unit</td>
<td>£13.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF-1A3B</td>
<td>Mobile boom mic</td>
<td>£18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF-1A3B</td>
<td>Mobile boom mic</td>
<td>£18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC-757AT</td>
<td>Automatic antenna tuner</td>
<td>£255.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-726R</td>
<td>Multimode transceiver</td>
<td>£775.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRQ-8000</td>
<td>Converter 118-124 MHz</td>
<td>£475.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-728R</td>
<td>Multimode transceiver 2m fitted</td>
<td>£775.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2V/22B</td>
<td>HF module</td>
<td>£216.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50/726</td>
<td>6m module</td>
<td>£185.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430/726</td>
<td>70cm module</td>
<td>£250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT-725</td>
<td>Duplex module</td>
<td>£55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF-456MC</td>
<td>300Hz CW Filter (Ceramic)</td>
<td>£44.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-250R</td>
<td>Portable/ mobile/base/multimode</td>
<td>£315.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL-2120</td>
<td>10W linear for above</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## AGENTS

### SHROPSHIRE

- Syd Poole, G31MP, Newport, SALOP, (0952) 812134
- Bob Amge, G4XEK, (0538) 754553

### WALES & WEST

- Ross Clare, GW3NWS (0633) 880 146
- Warwickshire. Tel: 0788 76473

## FREEPOST - MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES

**Amateur Electronics Ltd.**

- FREEPOST Birmingham B8 1BR

**510-512 ALUM ROCK ROAD, ALUM ROCK, BIRMINGHAM B8 3HX**

---

Please mention HRT when replying to advertisements. G4NXV.
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AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE LONDON

RETAILER IN THE COUNTRY

TELEPHONE 01-992-5765/6

ATTENTION, FREE POST SERVICE, KEENSEST PRICES & EXCELLENT PART EXCHANGE

NORTHERN

HOLDINGS

R.S., Notts., 3 Farnham Green, Wilton Park, Nottingham. Tel: 0022 31287

YORKSHIRE

A. J. Hooker, 42 Northall Rd., Doncaster. Tel: 0302 25690

DATONG PRODUCTS

PC1 Gen. Cov. Con 127.46

VLF Very low frequency conv. 89.79

F2 Multi-mode audio filter 89.79

F3 Audio filter for receivers 129.85

AS/P f. speech clipper for Trio 82.80

AS/P/A f. speech clipper for Yaesu 82.80

ASP As above with 6 pin conn 80.76

D7S Manual RF speech clipper 56.35

D7 Morse Tutor 56.35

MD Keyboard morse sender 131.40

RFA RF switched pre-amp 33.93

720-370-MPU Active diode with mains p.s.u. 15.75

AD370-MPU Active diode with mains p.s.u. 18.00

MPU Mains power unit 5.95

DC144-2M 2m converter 36.67

PST1 Tone squelch unit 45.50

AMF Automatic notch filter 67.65

SR2B Auto Woodpecker blanket 85.25

NOW IN STOCK

70cms 18.55

432-181ATV 12.80

432-17X 17.17

432-17T 18.17

144-5 19.55

144-7T 7.15

144-8T 14.26

144-17T 16.37

144-171 16.35

144-6X 39.75

144-GP Ground Plane 14.41

4M 3.11

763 6.12

765 6.74

POWER SPLITTERS

70cms 19.55

2M 25.50

2M 28.75

TOKYO HY POWER

FRG-8800 £475

AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE LONDON

FREEPOST - MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES

Amateur Radio Exchange

FREEPOST

London W3 9BR

£100 instant credit

Details on request

FT 790R and the NEW FT 690R

NOW AVAILABLE

T20 30 Watt 3.5-500 MHz dummy load 8.85

T200 100 Watt 3.5-500 MHz dummy load 26.30

T20X 200 Watt 3.5-500 MHz dummy load 42.55

610X 50 shn-50 shn 1-1 Balun 1kw psp 19.00

B510A 50 shn-50 shn 5-1 1 Balun 4kw (pep) 35.89

200/1 kw 19.84

SA50N 2 way antenna switch, 'N' connectors 18.40

SA50M 2 way antenna switch SO239 connectors 14.48

YMX 3.5-150 MHz 120 Watt SWR/PWR meter 21.48

Insulators

AE-EGG Ceramic egg insulator 0.60

AO-EGG Ceramic dog bone insulator 0.69

TOYO

T430 144/432 120W 44.65

T435 144/432 200W 49.35

HI-MOUND MORSE KEYS

HC92 Up down keyer marble base 30.95

HC95 Up down keyer 23.75

HC97 Up down keyer 15.45

HC99 Up down keyer 14.95

HC9B Up down keyer 14.95

HC9D Up down keyer 15.45

HC9E Up down keyer 15.95

HC9F Up down solid brass 65.31

HC9G Up down brass 82.64

HC9K Up down keyer 20.95

HC9M Twin paddle keyer 13.50

MC705 Twin paddle keyer marble base 25.65

KEMPRO

KP100 Squeeze CMOS 230/13.8v 82.50

KP200 Memory 4096 Multi channel 169.99

COMING SOON

★ FT 770 70cm Mobile ★

All the features of the FT 270 but on 70cms

£100 instant credit

Details on request

BRISBANE HAM RADIO TODAY FEBRUARY 1986

Please mention HRT when replying to advertisements. G4NXV.
Leicester Post-Script

Readers of last month's HRT will be aware of the controversial incident at the Isle of Wight 70 cm Repeaters good mobile coverage on the island and the S Coast from Chichester to the Isle of Purbeck, appears to be suffering a small amount of interference. Listening to the signals, it is apparent difficult to tell whether the repeater is suffering QRM from a coverted PMR user or if there is a fault on the machine giving intermittent service.

The RMG, who are currently changing the structure of their committee, will shortly be holding elections for 20 corresponding members to oversee or look after the interests of small groups of repeaters. Each corresponding member, whose responsibility will be to a designated area manager, presently on the committee, will look after 10-15 repeaters. In this way, it is hoped to lighten the workload of an already pressed committee and also involve more people in repeater management. The basis of the election will be one vote per repeater for the group they wish to represent them. The elected group will then put forward their chosen rep. Details of the designated areas will be announced shortly and full details of the revised system will be circulated by the RMG.

New appointments to the RMG are Paul Elliott, G4MQS, who will have responsibility for special projects and Dave Smith, G4DAX. The 70 cm RTTY repeater, GB3MT, located on Winter Hill has undergone recent technical changes. The transmitter is being upgraded while a new antenna and duplexer system has been fitted. The antenna system comprises of two commercial Jaybeam six element yagis that are slant polarised and six Pi cavity filters have been fitted to ensure maximum rejection of the unwanted co-located transmitters.

The VHF Committee have just released R88 to the RMG for allocation as a repeater channel. R88 was formerly used by Raynet.

New Products

One product shown but not described in last month's Radio Today, the very latest scanning receiver, the Icom R7000, now available in the UK. It will cover 20 MHz to 1 GHz and 1025 to 2000 MHz (approximately), with a claimed resolution 100 Hz SSB or 25 Hz FM or AM. The cost of the unit is about £849 (prices had yet to be fixed at the time of going to press), and it is available from Arrow Electronics, amongst others.

From ARE Communication comes what could be the first accessory for the R7000 — a UHF converter. This converter will add 800 MHz to the received frequency; for example, with the converter in action, if your receiver is set to 550 MHz, you will actually be receiving 1350 MHz. We hope to be taking a look at this little gadget in the near future, so we'll keep you posted (and we'll take a look at the R7000 as soon as we can fight our way through the queues).
The latest in the line of Icom rigs has just been announced by Thanet Electronics. The IC1271E is a base station transceiver that covers 1240 to 1300 MHz with 10 watts of RF output. The front end GaAsFET’s provide very good receive sensitivity ideal for the scanning facilities it incorporates along with 32 memories. The IC1271E operates on AM, FM, SSB and CW and has a variety of optional extras.

The basic rig costs £959 and is available, along with any further information, from Thanet Electronics, Herne Bay, Kent (telephone 0227 363859).

A Colinear to Withstand All Weathers?

High prevailing winds can be a real problem for your aerials but imagine what it would be like if accompanied with a fair amount of salt spray from the sea. Well, Barry Green, G1EVI, has just these problems living on Romney Marsh. Having found that commercial antennas couldn’t stand the strain, he along with G1 EVH, set out to design and construct a suitable vertical antenna. The result was a 2m (1/4 over 1/4) colinear giving 6dB gain and built of aluminium and PVC using the Marconi principle to obtain the phase changes necessary to feed the top element. After six months use atop Barry’s roof it still gives excellent performance and has shown no signs of damage, despite the ‘delightful’ summer we’ve had.

The aerial is 3.14m in overall length, weights 1.2kg and has a wind load of 4.6kgf at 100mph. It comes with 0.5m of UR67 cable fitted with an N type socket and is pre SWR’d to 145MHz. It can handle up to 100W and has a face mounting diameter of 25mm.

The Uvrall X2 as it is called is only available from the manufacturer Buckley’s (Uvrall) Ltd, Beta Works, Range Road, Hythe in Kent, CT21 6HG, at a price of £28.27 plus £1.50 p and p. Barry can supply further details on 0303 60127.

Amateurs To Help Third World?

A novel way for radio amateurs to help Third World countries is under investigation by Frensham Heights School Amateur Radio Club. The idea for a new form of aiding developing countries came during a sponsored contest in which the school’s radio society contacted Alastair, ST5 ALR, an American amateur working with a relief agency in central Sudan. As a result the school is funding a crop-planting programme run by three boarding schools in Kordofan province, Sudan.

As we were going to press we heard that the 24cm ATv FM transmitter is now available at a cost of £210.95 for the 2W version, and £255.75 for 10W. ‘pleased to supply the items required.

A shortform catalogue is available on receipt of a SAE. DC to Light, 15 Bursley Way, Bradwell, Stoke on Trent, ST5 8JQ, tel (0782) 639406.

Did You Know

The Police are having all their mobile radio communications moved from their present VHF band to 140 and 150MHz as requested by the WARC in 1979. This will involve installing new equipment at 250 hill top sites and the phased replacement of the 25000 radios. The total cost of the project is expected to be £64 million and will have to be completed by 1989.

Please note the winner of the microwaves kilodules transverter competition will be announced next month.
Community Radio Experiment Starts in UK

A new chapter in the history of broadcasting starts early this year with the introduction of 21 community radio stations. The stations will be on both VHF and MW and will fall into three categories. The first is the 'small neighbourhood' with transmitter power restricted to 25W EMRP on MW and 10W ERP on VHF. The service area for this type of station is intended to be about 5km, and a licence fee of £100 per annum will be payable.

The second category is the ‘larger neighbourhood station’ and there will be only two licences issued in this category. The first is to be issued to an area in NW Wales where the service will be on MW and have an EMRP of 100W. The second licence will be for the Shetland Isles which will also be on MW but the EMRP will be on 1kW. The coverage area for both of these stations is about 10km and a licence fee of £100 is applicable in these cases.

The third category in the new structure will be termed ‘community of interest’ and three licences are being issued - two on VHF running 100W ERP and one on MW radiating 100W ERMP. The licence fee for these is a mere £500 per annum.

All stations licenced for VHF operation will be expected to use vertically polarised transmissions and operators can use stereo or mono. The stereo transmissions must conform to the Zenith G E Pilot tone multiplex system currently being used in the UK.

The initial experiment will be for a two year period with the licences renewable after 12 months. The Home Office have stated that there will be no guarantee to extend the period after the initial trial.

Operators will be allowed to raise capital by advertising, sponsorship or grants if available. Advertisements and programmes must not ‘offend good taste, or decency or be likely to encourage or invite crime or lead to public disorder or be offensive to public feeling’.

It is hoped to encourage a time share system similar to that used in Netherlands under the control of the Dutch PTT. This allows for two or more companies to share the same facilities and provide programming of differing content.

The technical standards that are being laid down by the Home Office appear at first glance to be very light. So much so that a well qualified radio engineer would be in a position to build his own transmitter. The callsign of the station will be made by agreement with the Home Office who will monitor the output material and transmitter quality. Just like amateur stations, these new community stations will be expected to keep a log of operating times and use their agreed callsign at the beginning and end of each transmission period.

The 21 stations selected are to be chosen from the 266 applications received by the Home Office on the closing date of 31st October '85. The selection and monitoring of the new service will be made by an independent advisory panel appointed by the Home Secretary.

The station areas that have been chosen for a community radio station are listed below.


2. The two large neighbourhood stations will both be on MW covering Shetland Isles and NW Wales.

3. Community of interest stations will be based in Greater Manchester on VHF, North London and South London on MW.

Further details of these new services can be obtained from the Home Office, room T664, 50 Queen Annes Gate, London WC1H 9AT.

New Pocomotor

Dewsbury Electronics have announced an addition to their range of Pocom decoders. The new decoder, the AFR1000 offers fully automatic decoding of Baudot radio teletype signals, both CCITT numbers 1 and 2 up to 100 baud, AMTOR and SITOR (ARQ and FEC) and the manual decoding of ASCII up to 300 baud, including eight channel press broadcasts. A new and novel feature is an auto speed check mode which automatically determines the speed of transmission. The AFR1000 comes complete with composite video output and RS232 interface for printers and costs around £350. Dewsbury Electronics are based at 176 Lower High Street, Stourbridge, telephone 0384 390063.
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Win a 'Polarphaser' donated by SMC (Southampton).

If you are either horizontally or vertically polarised on VHF, become an all rounder with this automatic phasing harness. It will reduce your signal loss on oppositely polarised signals to 3dB. An essential piece of equipment if you want to work any satellites and if you work a lot of mobile stations from base.

So what do you know about the Polarphaser?

1. Does the Polarphaser need equal length feeders from the two antennas?
   A. yes  B. no  C. doesn’t matter

2. What modes of transmission can the Polarphaser be used with?
   D. FM only  E. SSB only  F. all modes

3. What mode of antenna polarisation is recommended for reception of Oscar 10?
   G. elliptical  H. clockwise  I. anti clockwise

4. When used in clockwise polarisation mode to receive a purely vertically polarised signal, will the signal be:
   J. weaker  K. stronger  L. the same

5. In a normal phasing harness system, how many degrees of phase shift are needed in the actual harness itself to get circular polarisation at the antennas?
   M. 1/4 wave  N. 1/2 wave  O. depends on spacing between the two dipoles

6. When the Polarphaser is used in a linear polarisation mode, you must use a linear amplifier at the transmitter end.
   P. true  Q. false  R. only with SSB

How To Enter

Look at the questions nearby on polarisation and using the Polarphaser. Each question has a number of possible answers. Choose which you think are the correct answers and write them in sequence on the coupon below. For example, if you think the answer to question 1 is A and question 2 is D, your sequence will begin A, D...

IMPORTANT: write your choice of the order on the back of your envelope in addition to the coupon. Send your entry to Polarphaser Competition, Ham Radio Today, No 1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB. The closing date for the competition is first post, 10th February 1986.

Complete the coupon fully and clearly - if you are the winner this will be used as a label. All correct entries will be placed in a hat and the winner drawn by some totally unbiased person who cannot enter the competition. You may enter as many times as you like, but each entry must be on an official coupon - not a copy — and sealed in a separate envelope.

The Rules

Entries will not be accepted from employees of Argus Specialist Publications, South Midlands Communications or Garden City Press. This restriction also applies to employees families and agents of the above companies. The How To Enter section forms part of the rules.
In January 1963 J M Boyer, W6UYH, described in ‘Electronics’ a small but efficient vertically polarised antenna which he called a “directional discontinuity ring radiator”, or ‘DDRR’ for short. This antenna gave effective and vertically polarised radiation from small horizontal loops which were positioned just a few feet above the ground when designed for the HF bands. I can remember putting together such an antenna in my roof space twenty years ago, cut to operate on the 3.5MHz band.

The DDDR For HF

This experimental version had a diameter of some 18 feet and used aluminium garden edging supported two feet above a ground plane of chicken wire. The antenna certainly worked but it was very frequency conscious — it had a very narrow bandwidth and required a retune if a frequency change of only 10kHz was made. Climbing up into the roof area at frequent intervals was most inconvenient to say the least so after a few weeks trial the DDDR was dismantled.

To achieve a reasonable bandwidth, the diameter of the conductor making up the radiating ring must be large — on 80 metres it should be at least 5 inches. An in depth analysis of DDDR antennas was made by R B Dome (“A Study of the DDDR Antenna” QST, July 1972) and previously in the December 1971 issue of the same magazine W E English, W6WYQ, included all our amateur bands (ARRL Antenna Handbook, 14th Edition 1983) I have not seen any other published work relating to their possible operation on the two metre band.

The 2m Version

The narrow bandwidth disadvantage inherent in DDDR designs for the HF bands vanishes when contemplating a VHF model. On two metres, 3/8 inch diameter tubing should work well, but since I am always on the look out for cheap and easy approaches, I decided to use a conductor ring made from a short piece of UR67 coaxial cable. This has closely woven copper screening and, when its black plastic outer covering is removed, has a diameter of about 8mm. The necessary 17 inches can easily be bent into shape and held in place by the supporting insulators. A full quarter wave on 2m is about 19 inches but the shortened ring is brought to resonance by using a small 2 - 10 pF tuning capacitor and the inherent self capacitance of the antenna.

John Heys, G3BDQ, has come up with a rather novel way of talking to other vertically polarised 2m stations with this cheap, small and easy to build design for indoor and mobile use.
had seen former service in the door
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away. The power used was about 12 watts and the Mini Hula seemed to work equally well in all directions and not display any noticeable nulls in its radiation pattern. Many of the stations contacted seemed amazed to receive such strong, often S9 signals, from the tiny indoor antenna. The only other antenna used on the 2m band at my QTH is a 16 element horizontally polarised Tonna and it has been found that for local and semi-local contacts with vertically polarised stations the Mini Hula is the most effective unless the big beam is turned exactly on to the other station. It is not claimed that this small antenna can outperform a good ‘Slim Jim’ or collinear but it will certainly hold its own against any vertical quarter wave antenna.

For outdoor or mobile use the Mini Hula must be very well protected from dampness. Its very high ‘Q’ is easily affected by moisture and leakage. It has however a wonderfully low profile and could easily be completely enclosed within a shallow plastic container. If a strong magnet was attached to the base of such an arrangement, the antenna would resemble a warning lamp when put on to the roof of a motor vehicle. The writer does not go mobile these days so cannot report on any results obtained ‘on the road’.

Finally, this antenna is in no way related to the well known ‘Halo’ family of antennas which are all horizontally polarised and are Hertzian types. The DDRR operates as a leaky waveguide radiator and even closely resembles the quarter wave Marconi antennas which are tuned against ground on the LF bands. Soon we shall have the six metre band so a Mini Hula design for this new band is worthy of consideration. Such an antenna will have a ring diameter of just over 16 inches and this will lie only about 1.5 inches above its ground plane. By scaling up the measurements of the two metre DDRR, the design of a six metre version is not difficult.
TUNE INTO THE WITHERSTOP 10!
First Come-First Served for these Once Only Bargains

- TURN THAT BEAM KOPEK ROTATORS 50kg loading £38.50
- DATONG AND DRAE MORSE TUTORS £49.50
- TRAVELLING JIM 2m £6.95. Incl. coax and plug £8.95
- FT 290R + Nicads, charger, listen on input £299
- Sun gutter mount + cable assembly, PL259 fittings £9.25
- HI-Q INSULATION TRAP-FORMER £6.99
- G5RV HF MULTI-BAND DIPOLE ANTENNA ½ size £12.95 full size £14.95
- STEEL QUAD SPIDERS for 2ELE Quad Aerials £12.50
- 100 WATT 0-500MHz Dummy Loads (200 watt intermittent) with lead and PL259 connector £12.50
- REVCO RS 2000E Ext. Coverage 60-179 & 380-520MHz AM/FM. 70 memories, Auto search, lock priority £219

ORDERS UNDER £50 SEND £2.50 p&p | SEND SAE FOR LATEST BARGAIN LIST

HAND HELD. PRICES HELD!

- UHF/VHF PORTABLES for only £169
- MULTIMODE/PORTABLE from only £299
- MOBILES from only £99
- CELLULAR RADIOS from only £995

SPECIAL DEAL
ALINCO ALM 203E ONLY £209!

£1000 INSTANT CREDIT
HP/PERSONAL LOANS AVAILABLE
RWC CREDIT CARD (written details on request) please telephone for leaflets

SALES * SERVICE * ADVICE
R.WITHERS
584, Hagley Rd West, Quinton
Birmingham B68 0BS
Tel: 021-421 8201 (24hrs)
Telex: 334303 TXAGWM-G

GREAT NEW SOFTWARE
The RX-4 Multimode receive program for SSTEY - RTTY - AMTOR - CW
No expensive hardware is needed. This program has everything you want, including Text and picture store for instant recall, save and printer dump. Frequency range and fine-tune adjustment for accurate tuning and a long list of other top features.

For SPECTRUM (not 1kHz), BBC-B, CBM64, VIC20 (+ at least 8k). Tape only £25. For SPECTRUM no hardware needed £12.

And superb programs for BBC-B, CBM64, VIC20, SPECTRUM, ELECTORN

MORSE TUTOR Britain's best. Absolute beginner to over 40 wpm. Easy, effective, with full learning guide. Tape £6. For ZX81-10K also.

LOCATOR, QTH or Maidenhead locator or lat/long. Distance, headings, contest points, convert between locator and lat/long. Tape £7.


RAE MATHS All the practice and testing you need. With comprehensive reference sheet. Tape £9. For ZX81-16K also.

Any BBC-B, CBM64, VIC20 program available on disc at £2 extra. BBC: state 40/80 tk.

Price includes VAT and p&p over UK, Channel Island, Eire, BFPO Europe deduct 13%.

Hand held.

UHF/VHF PORTABLES for only £169
MULTIMODE/PORTABLE from only £299
MOBILES from only £99
CELLULAR RADIOS from only £995

We stock a huge range of top name products at the lowest prices in the UK!
Many moons ago (about five or six actually) I commented in Micro' Net on the way in which software for any new era of interest tended to pursue a similar course of evolution to that which had been followed by software in other areas. By this, I meant that the initial

Dave Bobbet, G4IRQ, has a look at the latest generation of amateur radio software — the compilation program — and rings up the RSGB's Data-Box.

number crunching/problem solving type of program would subsequently be upstaged by increasingly complex and sophisticated packages as time went by. You can certainly see this process at work by looking back at the number and diversity of amateur radio related programs. We are now in a position where new 'support' programs, for example, tend to be fairly comprehensive packages which offer all the old favourites bundled together in convenient menu-driven form with much improved graphics presentation.

Amongst other items, we will be taking a look at just such a program this month as an example of the sort of compilation program which is currently being marketed. In addition to this, we will also be having a guided tour of the RSGB's experimental Prestel-type service 'Databox' which is up and running in Potters Bar.

Bodging Bugs

In the course of the Amprom review (HRT December '85) I pointed out that there was a problem associated with a clash between the abbreviations used by Acorn for their official disc system and that used to 'call' the 'Amprom' chip into action. Andrew Woods, G1MPM, who is currently studying Computer Science at Thames Polytechnic, dropped me a line to say that there was a way around this bug which in practice simply means shifting the Amprom chip to one of the other EPROM sockets on the circuit board.

As explained in the article, the BBC micro has five EPROM sockets, each of which can hold a program stored in chip form. When a '* command is issued, it is offered to each EPROM in turn until it is recognised, whereupon the appropriate action is taken. So as this process takes place by working from right to left, all that has to be done is make sure that the most important of the two chips which have a clash in '* commands (in this case the DFS chip) is positioned to the right of the less important chip — viola, problem solved!

My thanks go to Andrew for bringing this 'bug bodge' to my attention. Perhaps I could also mention that other reader's hints and tips are, likewise, always welcome.

Radio Amateur Datasource Disc

Following on from the earlier comments concerning 'compilation' radio software, we do have just such a suite of programs for review this month which are designed for use with the Sinclair Spectrum and BBC micro's. Peysoft has produced 'Datasource' in cassette versions for both machines and also offers a 40 track disc version for the BBC in addition to a microdrive variant to suit the Spectrum. The BBC disc version is a largely self-explanatory menu-driven program offering five separate 'sub-programs'.

Once the initial Menu screen appears, the user has the option of either going directly to whichever program is required, or alternatively, a 'Program Details' screen (see photo) can be selected which offers a handy memory jogger by providing a brief resume of the functions available within each program.

There are five programs in the suite: Country Prefixes, Band Plans, Maidenhead Locator, Local Time Zones and a Callsign Duplicate Checker/Disc-File. Each of these offers a number of further options, for example the Country Prefixes program can work in any of three ways — by being given only the prefix, only the country name, or only the continent. In the case of the first two options, the program supplies the missing information so that the prefix, country, continent, ITU and 'CO' zones can all be found and to save typing the latter parts of call-signs and country names can be omitted. A similar display is provided if only the Continent name option is selected except that in this case all the information on the countries in that continent is displayed.

The Band Plans program gives the usual details on the HF, 2 metre, 70cms and 23cm amateur bands plus a reminder of some of the common modes of emission — the photo nearly shows a page of the 2m band plan data. The Maidenhead Locator program is the only part of the suite which requires modification by the user and this simply consists of inserting your own longitude and latitude into the program and avoids the chore of having to re-type your own locator or longitude or latitude all the time. The program will calculate distance and bearing using either long/lat or Maidenhead locators and, to take care of those awkward souls who never seem to know where they are there is a further option which can calculate somebody else's locator for them from the long/lat.

The Local Times program calculates (not surprisingly perhaps!) the local time in any country but as is usual in such cases, it does not take account of daylight saving times because these tend to vary somewhat from place to place. As well as being able to reset the UTC reference clock it is also possible to 'page' through all the continent's local times if required, but most people will be quite happy with checking on only one country at a time simply
by typing in its name. I felt that one nice touch was that the program reminded you if the International Dateline had been crossed so that you weren’t talking to the other station ‘tomorrow’.

The final option available with the package is the Callsign Duplicate Checker & Disc File which can hold up to 2000 callsigns and indicate if the QSO is a duplicate or not. This could be quite handy for avid contest buffs because only non-duplicate QSOs are logged and the log itself can be ‘backed-up’ to disc every now and again so as to protect against power failures or other micro nasties.

One of the problems with reviewing any software is that buyers tend to put a subjective price on different sorts of programs depending upon just how useful that particular program may be to them. When it comes to ‘compilation programs’ the situation is the same as with music ‘compilation albums’, i.e. are there enough songs on it which I do want to hear so as to justify having to buy the ones which I don’t want.

In the case of the ‘Datasource’ suite, I think that it does represent quite good value for money in so far as it offers a choice of four programs which, if bought individually would cost considerably more than all four bundled together.

**RSGB ‘Data-box’**

I was rather interested to learn recently that the RSGB is now experimenting with a Prestel-type service called ‘Data-box’ which is aimed specifically at SWL’s and radio amateurs and can be dialled direct.

Perhaps I should point out that this service is quite separate and distinct from the more usual Prestel service, which is available on subscription through British Telecom. The RSGB is also intending to offer a similar service on BT’s own Prestel network in the near future.

Data-box is found on Potters Bar (0707) 52242 and is accessed by using a Prestel compatible modem plus attendant software, in my case the set-up was a BBC micro, a direct connect modem and a Prestel ROM chip. If Potters Bar happens to be a local phone call for you then you’re laughing but it can be extremely expensive to use the Data-box if you’re further away. It would probably be better to wait until the RSGB pages appear on ‘real’ Prestel and join that instead (further details can be obtained on Freephone Prestel).
As with BT's Prestel, the Data-box is essentially based upon a tree structure, that is to say that you enter the system at the top of the tree with a title page and select your area of interest by using the facility and the RSGB pages on BT's Prestel system will be improved and satellite data which was available when I was on the system related to the NOAA series of spacecraft. There was nothing on the RS series or any of the OSCAR vehicles, I can only assume that this is not the normal state of affairs. Why Don't You Log Off?

Before doing that, I also took a quick look at the Telesoftware offering through Data-box. Sadly there was but one elementary program written in Basic which calculated Maidenhead Locators from longitude and latitude so there wasn't anything very exciting there.

Other information is available such as that concerning reciprocal licences but this particular part had clearly not yet been implemented as there was only a page telling users to write to the RSGB. It would be very useful to have that info on the database and it would certainly cut down on the RSGB's own paperwork quite considerably too — maybe in the final version of Data-box? Just as with 'real' Prestel it is possible to communicate with the system operators via the 'in-tray' facility where a letter can be typed in, edited if necessary and then 'sent' when you are happy with the final version — although it is not possible to send letters to other users.

By way of summary it must be said that the RSGB's Data-box is said to be experimental and to be frank — it looks like. Quite a bit of information which people would want from a radio orientated database is absent and the information which is offered gives no indication of its age and thus reliability. Obviously, the final version of both the 'Data-box' facility and the RSGB pages on BT's Prestel system will be improved and Micro' Net hopes to come back and take a second look at the RSGB services in a few months time.

More On Prestel

In addition to the usual contact addresses which will be found ITB (In The Box!), readers who wish to contact me will soon be able to do so via the BT Prestel system by 'writing' to my Prestel Mailbox number. Although it has not yet been allocated, hopefully we should have been notified of the number by the time this issue goes to press and you will find it, naturally, ITB.
STOP PRESS

RSGB Wins Morse Test Contract

There were just four items on the agenda for the 59th annual meeting of the RSGB held at the Institute of Electrical Engineers on 7th December. This did not prevent a flurry of sometimes heated exchanges across the floor amid some startling announcements from the retiring President including a statement relating to the administration of the Morse tests by the RSGB.

In her address in the open meeting, Joan Heathershaw touched on the developments of the Society during the past year. The major achievement, 50MHz, being overshadowed by the announcement (despite a claimed embargo) that the RSGB has been given the contract to run the Morse tests for radio amateurs. Both British Telecom International and the City and Guilds Institute were in competition to undertake operation but failed to secure the deal. We await more details as we go to press and the embargo passes as to the exact details; although in the words of Mrs Heathershaw "the Society will need skilled and dedicated volunteers" to operate this extension to the RSGB's services.

The annual meeting signified the announcement of the new Council. The new ordinary members are John Heys, G3BDQ, Angus McKenzie, G3OSS, Norman ‘O’ Brien, G3LP, Francis Rose, G2DRT, and Ken Willis, G8VR. In zone C, Mr Greenwell, G3AEZ, was elected with just 14 more votes than George Benbow and zone E saw the appointment of Mr E Case, GW4HWR, unopposed.

The only motion of the day requiring the 267 members present (145 more than last year!) to voice their opinion by a show of hands developed into quite a saga involving a 'poll' vote. Called by Ian Abel, G3ZHI, the full vote - on the re-appointment of the auditors - was wholly supported by the members present on the first vote. However, the poll vote required the proxy votes to be considered and revealed where the majority of these lay: Ian Abel 22, Peter Crosland 43, Joan Heathershaw 762, Willie McClintock 124, Geoff Smith 71, and Bob Barrett 121, plus a number who had a single to a mere handful of proxy votes. The final vote was 1305 votes for and 2 opposed with 106 abstentions. The auditors were re-appointed.

The open meeting that followed included a discussion on a number of written questions submitted before the meeting had started by those present. The meeting ended at 6.45pm.
Guglielmo Marconi was born on 25 April 1874 in Bologna, Italy. He was the second son of Giuseppe Marconi, a wealthy landowner, and Annie Jameson, a daughter of the famous Jameson family of Irish whiskey fame.

When he was five years old, he was taken to a private school in Bedford, England, where he received primary education for two years. He then returned to Italy and went to school in Florence. His formal education was completed at Livorno where he studied physics under Professor Rose.

From an early age he showed that he had an original and inventive mind and, as a teenager, he came under the influence of the renowned Professor Righi, whose scientific papers on electromagnetic radiation he studied diligently. As a result he chose, from the various branches of physics, to specialise on the subject of Hertzian waves.

The Inventors of Wireless

The vast majority of people think of Marconi as the "inventor of wireless", however, this is not strictly true. The production of electromagnetic waves in space and their detection at a distance of a few metres range had already been demonstrated under laboratory conditions in 1888 by the German scientist Heinrich Hertz and, about the same time, by Professor Popoff in Russia.

These scientists had based their experimental work on the theories and practical experiments of, such great physicists as Michael Faraday who, in 1831, announced his discovery of the principle of Electromagnetic Induction, based upon previous work done by Ampere and Oersted. This discovery led to the large scale generation of alternating and direct current electricity but at that time the nature of the force which Faraday had discovered was not understood. It was not until 1855 that the mathematician James Clerk Maxwell, in his paper "Faraday's Lines of Force", succeeded in explaining Faraday's findings mathematically.

Maxwell built a model to illustrate Faraday's Law of Electromagnetic Induction, which stated that changes in a magnetic field produced an electric force. He suggested that the process was reversible and that changes in the electric

---

Fig. 1 The Hertz transmitter of 1888.
force would produce a magnetic field. This concept of interchangeability led to the thought that all changes in electric and magnetic fields cause electromagnetic waves in space. He used this model to illustrate his 1862 paper "Physical Lines of Force" in which the basic Maxwell equations were given. He fully developed these in the classic treatise of 1865, "A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Field" where he expounded the electromagnetic wave theory.

Maxwell conducted experiments to establish the rate of propagation of these waves which, he found, tallied closely with that of light waves whose velocity in space had been determined by Fizeau. This led him to state, "We have strong reason to believe that light itself — including radiant heat and other radiations, if any, is an electromagnetic disturbance in the form of waves propagated through their electromagnetic field according to electromagnetic laws".

In a short article such as this it is impossible to do justice to the work done by scientists before Marconi, which made it possible for him to adapt and improve upon the crude experimental equipment used by them to demonstrate the radiation and detection of "wireless waves". The breakthrough came in 1888 when Heinrich Hertz announced that he had succeeded in producing what he described as "an outspreading of electric force".

The Hertz Transmitter

Hertz's apparatus was very simple. The transmitter consisted of an induction coil, producing an alternating voltage of some thousands of volts from a low voltage interrupted DC source. The secondary winding was connected across a spark gap, each ball of which was in turn connected by a short metal rod to a metal plate measuring about 1m X 1m, suspended about 1½m above the floor of the laboratory. The receiver, or resonator, consisted simply of a metal loop cut at one point, the two ends being fitted with small brass balls just out of contact with one another. The radiation was detected visually by the presence of tiny sparks which jumped the gap when the "receiver" was brought within a few metres distance to the transmitter.

The circuits of both transmitter and receiver are shown in Fig. 1. This simple system produced a "damped-wave" of the form shown in Fig. 2, which, as the system was completely untuned, spread over a vast range of radio frequencies. Such a system was quite unsuitable for the practical transmission and reception of signals conveying intelligence, even if such an idea had occurred to Hertz.

Marconi's Improvements

Marconi, in his experimental work, had always in mind the transmission and reception of telegraphic signals, using morse code which was devised for use on telegraph lines in the 1830's. He considerably improved on the rudimentary types of transmitters and "receivers" used by Hertz and other scientists and used the coherer detector invented by the French scientist Edouard Branly in 1890. He also developed the crude, but vitally important, "syntony" experiment demonstrated by Sir Oliver Lodge in 1889. He was the first to use tuned circuits in both transmitter and receiver and to include HF choke coils to isolate the relay, which operated the morse printer, from the HF circuits of the receiver.

He became the first to conceive and to use the idea of an elevated aerial (held aloft at first by a kite and later supported by masts) and an earth connection to transmit and receive wireless signals. This was an enormous step forward and resulted in increasing the range of a transmitter from a matter of metres to miles and later to span the Atlantic in his famous Poldhu, Cornwall, to Glace Bay, Newfoundland, tests of 1901. The circuits of his transmitter and receiver of 1900 are shown in Fig. 3. Such circuits enabled the
Fig. 4 The circuit of the Poldhu transmitter. The AC input supplied by a 25kW Mather and Platt alternator delivering 2000V at 50Hz was stepped up to 20000V by the transformer, T1, and fed to the primary of the oscillation transformer, T2, via C1 which then discharged across the spark gap, SG1. The secondary of T2 in turn charged C2 via the primary winding of T3. C2 then discharged across the second gap, SG2, exciting the serial and earth system via the secondary winding of T3. Keying was effected by short circuiting one (or both) of the variable choke coils L1, L2. The wavelength of the transmitter was calculated to be about 366m.

Fig. 5 The transmitter aerial used at Poldhu, Cornwall, for Marconi's trans-Atlantic tests in December, 1901.

transmitter to radiate a broadly tuned signal and the receiver to be tuned to a particular transmitting station. Previously, it was impossible to use an untuned receiver which was located within the range of two or more untuned transmitters operating simultaneously. The circuit of his Poldhu transmitter is shown in Fig. 4, and it's aerial in Fig. 5.

It is well known, of course, that Marconi first approached the Italian government with the idea of the commercial exploitation of his wireless system in the late 1890s. He was bitterly disappointed when his offer was rejected and, when he could not even obtain private financial backing in his own country.

In 1896 he came to England to take out the world's first patent for wireless telegraphy and to seek the financial backing he needed to form a commercial wireless company. This he was able to do through the help of A A Campbell Swinton, an eminent electrical engineer, who provided him with a letter of introduction to William H Preece, at that time Chief Engineer of the British Post Office. Preece helped him to arrange demonstrations of his wireless system to the Post Office, the War Office and the Admiralty. On July 20th, 1897, Marconi's Wireless Manufacturing Company, the first in the world, was founded.

Marconi had an unerring judgement in selecting competent and enthusiastic electrical engineers to assist him in his continuing experiments after the formation of the Marconi Company, so that research continued apace, as indeed it does to this day.

The invention of the diode valve by Sir Ambrose Fleming in 1904, followed by Lee DeForest's (USA) patent for the triode valve in 1906 made possible a vast improvement in receiver sensitivity and transmitter performance, once valve design and construction problems had been overcome.

In these days of the virtual universal use of "black box" equipment by radio amateurs, it is amusing to recall a clever "dodge" practised by Marconi in December 1896. The occasion was a lecture given by William Preece in which he gave an account of Marconi's experiments to the British Association. Marconi assisted the lecturer by giving a practical demonstration of the working of his wireless equipment to the audience. He had enclosed both the transmitter, which Preece operated from the rostrum, and the receiver which he carried amongst the audience, in black boxes to add to the mystery. Whenever Preece depressed the transmitter key, a bell rang in the box in Marconi's hands!

Readers who would like to read the full story of Marconi and the Marconi Company are referred to W J Baker's excellent book "A History of the Marconi Company", published by Methuen & Co. Ltd, London 1970, to which reference had been made when writing the present article.
RISE TO A NEW LEVEL OF VHF AND UHF OPERATION WITH THE YAESU FT-726R

FEATURES
THREE BANDS ... PLUS
You choose the plug-in RF Modules for the bands you want to use.
THREE MODES ... PLUS
Sideband selectable SSB, FM and CW are all included, with dual synthesized VFOs.
ELEVEN STANDARD MEMORIES ... PLUS
All memories store mode (as well as band, of course).
SATELLITE OPTION ... PLUS
With the optional plug-in satellite IF unit installed, full duplex cross-band capability is provided.
NOW! ADD THREE HF BANDS!
An HF module for the 21, 24.5 and 28 MHz bands.
DUAL METERS ... PLUS
Another first for V/UHF operation.

FT-726R
THE FIRST MICROPROCESSOR-CONTROLLED AMATEUR TRANSMITTER CAPABLE OF HF, VHF AND UHF FULL DUPLEX OPERATION!

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS LIMITED
510/512 Alum Rock Road Alum Rock Birmingham B8 3HX Telephone 021-3271497/6313

Amateur Electronics Ltd.
FREEPOST
Birmingham B8 1BR

FREEPOST - MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES
Amateur Radio Exchange
FREEPOST
London W3 9BR
One often hears Pye ‘Pocketphones’ on the air, as well as being visible at rallies and junk sales, sometimes at startlingly low prices. Many amateurs shy away from these because of one reason — they are reluctant to delve inside them and get them going on frequencies of interest. The vast majority of buyers only purchase them if they know someone ‘in the trade’ who has the necessary equipment and knowledge to get them going. It’s rather a pity, as especially on 70cm you only need one or two channels for local natter user. Ask any amateur on 70cm who has spent a fortune on an FM black box, how often does his rig get shifted off the local repeater? There are of course the countrywide travellers who need a synthesized scanning box of tricks, but for 5% of the price you can indulge in 95% of your local activity!

These sets can be very useful indeed for applications such as RAYNET, where one needs a set which can stand up to being soaked in the rain and mud, be run over by cars (and ambulances!) and still carry on working. Mine did after being dropped onto a concrete road and promptly run over by a vehicle!

Some amateurs think you need stacks of test gear to align one of these sets onto the band. When I first purchased a second hand PF5UH in Devon ten years ago, I got it operational using only a 2m rig — 70cm rig would have been better — a cheap power meter and a matchstick, in a basement flat shared with three other loony students. No expert knowledge, no circuit diagrams or manuals, but many mistakes! But then the saying ‘you learn by your mistakes’ and this article will, I hope, be of some use in saving you time, trouble, and my first mistakes! Next time you see an ex-professional rig going at a low price don’t shy away, you’ll end up with a bargain rather than a useless piece of junk.

First — Find Your Animal

The Pye Pocketfone 70 range of equipment is just what it says, a range. There is absolutely no outside difference, besides the real label, between a 78MHz AM rig and a 432MHz FM rig in the range. Your friend may think he recognises one by sight at a rally, and may unwittingly recommend one to you for purchase because it ‘looks like’ the one he’s got. Also beware of the advert or description of a rig as a ‘PF70’. There is no
What to look for when aligning the PF2s.

such rig as a 'PF70'.

If someone describes a rig he's selling as a PF70 then beware — he doesn't have a clue what he's talking about. So many people have been conned in the past, often due to ignorance on both sides. If you are looking for a rig suitable for 70cm, then examination of the rear label will reveal an equipment type number. If it is one of those below, then it is a bargain.

PF2UB — three channel UHF FM body-worn rig, with external speaker/microphone.
PF2UH — three channel UHF FM handheld rig, with internal speaker/microphone.
PF5UH — single channel UHF FM handheld rig, with internal speaker/microphone and internal aerial.

Sometimes the equipment type number will be followed by '2e', for example 'PF5UH2e'. Unless you're desperate for one, or it is very cheap, I would recommend you leave it alone. This is special, intrinsically safe equipment designed for use in hazardous areas such as oil rigs, where sparks or whatever could be very unwelcome! Of course, if you work in a petrol station... The insides of these are coated with a rubbery 'gunge' which is extremely difficult to remove when fault finding, they give lower Tx output power, and — theoretically — need special tools to remove batteries and so on.

If you see a low audio frequency marked on the 'code' section of the label, ie code 94.81 Hz, then I would also recommend you choose another, this shows that the set is fitted with a sub-audible tone lock circuit. It is possible to remove this and fit required links to enable normal operation. This requires removal of the main board from the case, but it is much easier to choose a different one from the inevitable pile on the rally stand. These tone lock sets are fairly rare, though and only exist on the PF2UH and PF2UB.

The PF2UB can be stuck in your pocket or fixed onto your belt and clipped the speaker/mike to your lapel — saving your top pocket from being weighed down but still enabling you to hear a call without deafening everyone around you. The aerial socket is a standard size TNC, which is again difficult to get hold of, but replacement with a BNC is mechanically easier due to their similarity in size.

The PF5UH is a small handy size which means there is not much room inside for a toneburst unless you are good at miniature construction. The aerial is internal to the set, thereby giving slightly worse performance than an external aerial. This may be removed and a BNC can easily be fitted to the set top, possibly offering worthwhile improvement. The circuitry is similar to the PF2UH but with the absence of three channel capability.

All three sets use a similar 15V battery.
NiCad battery. It is important to ensure you get one of these included in your purchase as spare batteries are more rare than the sets themselves. Internally, they are made up of several series-connected cells. If your battery is not charging or is only developing a low voltage, it may be prised open with care and the faulty cell(s) identified and replaced. Spare cells are available from Radiospares. Note that for home use, a stabilised 13.8V power supply is ideal for powering the set — a PF2UB makes a useful three channel base rig.

The circuitry comprises several 'daughter' boards on a larger 'mother' board. This makes fault finding and component replacement fairly easy, as the boards can easily be desoldered if required. There are two different types of receiver front end, — passive and active. The passive front end is fitted to earlier sets and is identified by a rectangular metal block with two large tuning screws on top, which form miniature tunable cavities. The active front end is identified simply by the absence of the metal block, which is replaced by a board with four small coil cans, one at each corner, with PTFE type tuning slug adjusters. The passive front end is good at getting rid of unwanted signals and would, therefore, make a good 'listen through' receiver, although it is slightly less sensitive than the active front end model. This may be worthwhile checking before purchase.

Getting It Tuned Up

No, they don't need 'converting' to 70cm! The sets are made in two frequency ranges: 405-440MHz and 440MHz-470MHz. Most of those available on the secondhand market in this country will be the latter of the two. However, there is very little difference in circuit values between them and, unless you wish to use the set below 432MHz, you would be very unlikely indeed if your set didn't tune down easily. I have never had any problems and have adjusted over 50 sets, because of a built-in 'overlap' provided by the manufacturers. Sometimes, the active front end tuning adjusters are right at the bottom, because the coils are different between the bands. But reasonable sensitivity is still achieved and it is just not worth the hassle in trying to change them for one extra dB or so in receive performance. The passive front end has no problem in covering right down beyond 430MHz.

The ideal equipment for alignment is, of course, professional gear such as a signal generator and the like. Owners of this type of equipment will not need me to tell them how to use it. If you have these then by all means ignore my suggested methods and do it the proper way following the basic procedure. To others, a tunable 70cm or 2m rig with 'S' meter is useful, a field strength meter, absorption wavemeter, or in-line power meter and aerial/load.

Crystals

First of all, the rig has to be crystallised on the required channel. The formulae are:

receiver, xtal freq = (carrier freq - 23.455 MHz)/5; transmitter, xtal freq = (carrier freq)/27.

Both crystals are wire-ended HC18/u size, and may be obtained for about £5.50 a pair (check first) ex-stock on popular amateur frequencies from:

PM Electronic Services, 2 Alexander Drive, Heswall, Wirral, Merseyside L61 6XT. Tel. 051 342 4443;
Quartzlab Marketing Ltd, PO Box 19, Erith, Kent. DA8 1LH. Tel. 01-318 4419.

There will be a 23.000MHz crystal in each set, which should be left alone as it is the receiver conversion crystal. In the PF2UB and UH the crystals are located beneath the channel switch/Rx, IF screen. To remove this, first undo the channel switch nut carefully, then using a pair of long-nose pliers remove the larger notched round nut securing the screen. Remove the screen, and fit the required crystals in the marked positions, replacing the screen after of course. There will be a piece of insulated wire sticking out of a hole in the screen, remember to re-thread this through the hole as it can be used later. On the PF5UH the transmit crystal is plugged into the lower part of the set and is often visible, although sometimes it has a piece of sponge above it to hold it in place. The receive crystal is beneath the Rx IF screen, which may be removed by undoing two or three screws and lifting off. Remember to re-thread the insulated wire through the hole.
**Tx Alignment**

Initially supply the set with 10V only, if you only have 13.8V or 15V from the battery then place a few diodes such as 1N4001's in series with the power leads to drop 0.6V for each diode. Monitor the current taken with a multimeter, set at around the 100mA range. Key the transmitter and tune 18L1, 16L2, 17L1 and 17L2 in that order for maximum current drawn. If you don't have a multimeter, then monitor the transmitter frequency on an adjacent 70cm receiver — or even one-third of the frequency on a 2m receiver — and tune for maximum signal. You may like to do this even if you have a multimeter, to help you. Don't use a metallic object such as a jeweller's screwdriver, as this will alter the correct tuning points. Use a plastic tool or a filed down matchstick or cocktail stick. When you have got an absolute maximum by tuning and re-tuning until you can't get any more, increase the supply voltage to 13.8V, or 15V if you've only got the battery as a voltage source.

Place a power meter in the aerial line, or look at the deflection on a field strength meter or similar. Using a larger non-metallic tool shaped as a flat-bladed screwdriver, tune 18C2, 18C7, 18C13 and 18C21 for maximum output, re-tuning as required for absolute maximum. These will each need about three or four turns clockwise to get onto 70cm. On the PF5UH tune 19C1 for maximum radiation when using the internal aerial.

The transmitter deviation will already be set to near the required amount and I suggest that you leave well alone. However, for those with access to a suitable deviation meter who wish to set their deviation to within that last half a kilohertz, a select-on-test resistor, 12R1, may be altered in value for the required level. Note that the microphone gain is designed as a fixed level and may not be adjusted, this is a peak deviation adjustment only.

This concludes the Tx power alignment, and you may now net the frequency by the trimmer next to the Tx crystal. This may be done by looking at the centre-zero meter, or by tuning to zero beat on SSB, on an adjacent receiver either on 2m or 70cm, or at a pinch for the best readability (least distortion) with another amateur. Those with a digital frequency meter will no doubt know how to use it of course!

**Receiver Alignment**

This is where we need that bit of insulated wire poking out of the receiver. Connect a multimeter, set to the 10V range, positive to the wire and negative to any screen. Using your filed down matchstick again, tune 2L3 for a dip in the meter reading. This will be at about three turns of the core into the former from being flush with the top.

Now we must find a 70cm signal, preferably variable in level. This can be either a local station with changeable aerial arrangements like a rotatable beam or variable power, or a local repeater that a friend can bring up for you. A very useful means of tuning is a 2m transmitter at a third of your receive frequency — monitor the weaker third harmonic radiated. Variation in level can be achieved by switching in different aerials at the transmitter and/or receiver and using the portable's aerial and varying its position for weak signals, tuning as necessary. In the past, I have used the third harmonic of a 2m rig, wandering down the road, rig and adjuster in hand, tuning as I went. The neighbours odd looks and I doubt know how to use it of course!

First of all, try to get the receiver roughly on frequency by tuning the receive crystal trimmer, OL1, for best reception (least distortion) on a strong signal. This will ensure that you will at least hear something when tuning the rest of the receiver! In the active front end, use the non-metallic screwdriver-shaped adjuster previously employed on the transmitter PA and tune the four slugs, H1,2,3 and 4 for the best quieting signal. In the passive front end with the metal block, first loosen slightly the small locking screws in each of the adjusters, just enough to allow rotation of the two large adjusters. Tune the two adjusters, not necessarily with a non-metallic tool, for the best quieting signal. Note the tuning will be fairly sharp. Then tighten the two locking screws, checking that this doesn't alter the tuning position.

Repeat the tuning of 2L3 for best dip and the front end alignment above as necessary to give absolute best in quieting signal. Carefully adjust 2C2 for the best quieting with the screwdriver-shaped tool. This tuning is sharp and there will be two tuning points — choose the one which gives the best quieting. Now, using an accurate frequency source such as a repeater, tune the receiver finally onto frequency with OL1 for least distortion on a modulated signal.

The squelch is pre-set with a select-on-test resistor and normally should not require modification. However, you may vary the squelch threshold by changing the value of 9R13, or in fact even fitting a small potentiometer in its place.

**Fitting A Toneburst**

There are many toneburst circuits around that are suitable for fitting into these rigs. About five years ago, I knocked up a simple circuit that has proved popular with many local amateurs, no doubt someone else has a similar circuit. It is about the only circuit I have found that will perform well in a PF5UH without suffering from RF instability, due to the proximity of the transmitting aerial plate. With care in construction, by soldering components directly to the legs of the IC, it may be fitted on top of the Tx/Rx switch. In the PF2 there is ample room of course.

The ceramic resonator deliberately oscillates at slightly lower than 455kHz due to the two 1000pF capacitors to ground and is divided to 1750Hz in the 4060 IC, appearing as a square wave at pin 14. This waveform has only components at odd harmonics, which means it is nicely converted to a sine wave by the transmit audio filtering circuits in the pocketphone! The CRM455A type resonator is available from Circuit and Tandy, the remainder of the components from any good electronics retailer.

Take power via a 'tone' push button from the on/off switch on the volume control. Any of the screens in the set may be used as a negative supply. Feed the toneburst audio output to the
speaker/microphone directly (make sure you choose the unearthed side!) in the PF2UH, or PF5UH — this is the yellow wire on the small plug/socket connection on the PF5UH — or to the speaker/microphone connection shown below in the case of the PF2UB. In this case, the ‘Tx’ push button on the PF2UB case, which is wired in parallel to the PTT on the mic, makes an excellent tone button (remember to disconnect the original wires first).

Replacement Aerial

Sometimes you may find it difficult to obtain a rig with an aerial, they always have a habit of getting lost before appearing for sale, or you may wish to fit a BNC to couple an external aerial for home use. Rather than purchase an expensive Japanese portable whip or helical with BNC base, I have found my portable helical design shown below to be an reasonable performer. In a test using accurate laboratory equipment, when mounted on a Yaesu FT708R, it was found to outperform the supplied 1/4 wave whip by 0.6dB! Excellent results are also given on the PF5UH and PF2UH. A number are in use by several amateurs in my locality.

Conclusion

I hope this may give some amateurs at least an insight as to how simple it is to get a cheap, abundant rig, going on the air. It is beyond the scope of this article to give fault-finding information with complete circuit diagrams. However, I have found that the vast majority of faults in the past have been mechanical problems such as broken battery connections, faulty on/off switch, or flattening by bulldozers (often evident, this one!).

Sometimes solder joints between daughter boards and mother board become open circuited from mechanical shock, such as dropping the set, and in this case flexing the board gives intermittent operations. If this happens, carefully remove the main board, in the PF5UH by unscrewing the three retaining screws, in the PF2UB/UH by removing the securing nuts on the controls. Carefully ‘hinge’ the board out and spend half an hour or so resoldering all the connections, being wary of solder bridges.

Good luck and have fun on 70cm!
GaAs technology has been shown to give vast improvements over its rivals and it can be used to great advantage in many areas where previously state-of-the-art silicon technology ruled supreme.

GaAsFETs have already begun to make quite an impact on receiver front ends but what is this 'magic' substance GaAs? Ian Poole, G3YWX, reveals all.

Although it has many applications, probably the most publicised use within amateur radio circles is in low noise receiver front ends for VHF and above.

What is GaAs?

GaAs, or to use its full name, gallium arsenide is a semiconductor material which exhibits the same basic semiconductor properties that are possessed by the more familiar silicon and germanium. However it differs from them in that it is a compound and not an element. Any chemistry scholars will know that both silicon and germanium are group IV elements, whereas gallium arsenide is a compound of a group III and a group V element. This leads to certain properties which make it possible to use it in light emitting diodes amongst other things.

The main advantage of gallium arsenide is its high electron mobility — the ease with which the electrons or holes can move around the material. The actual electron mobility is about seven times that of silicon and about two and a half times that of germanium. This leads to lower transition times and therefore higher attainable frequencies which stretch well into the microwave region — performance unmatched by silicon bipolar technology.

Gallium arsenide is normally used in field effect transistors which give a great improvement over other state-of-the-art technologies which can be used by radio amateurs. These GaAsFET's are shown to give a much lower noise figure than silicon devices and this makes them a very attractive proposition for receiver front ends. They are also found to have a higher gain and better cross modulation characteristics than silicon bipolar transistors making them an ideal choice for use within high performance receivers.

Another advantage which has been exploited less so far in the amateur radio field is the high power capability. But as high power GaAsFET's are being used increasingly in commercial fields, it is likely that we will be seeing more of them.

Although all FET's obey the same basic principles of controlling the flow of electrons through a channel, by the application of a potential on the gate which sets up a field, there are several ways in which this can be achieved. For silicon there are JFET's, MOSFET's, enhancement mode and depletion mode FET's and accordingly the GaAsFET's are slightly different. Firstly a GaAsFET is a depletion mode device and if no bias is applied a current will flow in the channel, ie it is normally on. Then if a negative bias is applied to the gate the current will progressively fall.

Unlike the family of MOSFET's (still very popular at VHF) where the gate is physically separated from the channel by an oxide layer, the gate on a GaAsFET consists of a Schottky barrier diode which makes it similar in many respects to a JFET. However, this diode is exceedingly small — the dimensions being measured in microns. Therefore if a positive voltage is applied to the gate causing any current to flow, the diode will almost certainly fuse and destroy the device. It is imperative that any biasing arrangements prevent this from happening even during turn on. It is also necessary to take precautions to prevent static from destroying the gate, especially when handling or soldering them.

Other Applications

Apart from using gallium arsenide for low noise and high power microwave applications, its high speed capabilities are being exploited in integrated circuit technology. Recently some very high speed dividers have been introduced, as well as phase comparators with a use up to about 1GHz — much higher than anything else which is available. In addition to this, some random access memories (RAM's) have been fabricated with access times around 4nS for a 16k bit device. However, as GaAs technology is still in its infancy there are very few VLSI devices using gallium arsenide, but with current research into the use of this semi-conductor it may not be too long before super fast processors appear on the scene. In the mean time beware of leaving a receiver with a GaAsFET connected to an aerial during a thunderstorm as it may be damaged — but that really goes for any receiver.
6m is Here!

or will be very soon

Why not explore this new and interesting band with the Cirkit 6m Transverter?

As featured in this issue of Ham Radio Today from the well known author and designer - Tony Bailey G3WP0

Get on the band quickly with this all mode linear transverter kit from 28MHz to 50MHz which can also be built for the 4 metre (70MHz) band. High performance design suitable for modern transceivers can be driven to 0.5W pep SSB or 1W CW/FM from as little as 1mW drive - on board PIN/Resistive attenuator for higher levels up to 1W. RF VOX all-mode switching with adjustable delay for automatic or PTT operation - IMD better than -35dB at 0.5W pep. Double section low pass filter on the transmit output reduces harmonics to better than -45dB. RF output power (relative) monitoring is also provided on board.

The receive section features —129 dBM (=0.08uV) sensitivity (SSB bandwidths 10dB S/N + N) for both versions equivalent to a noise floor (MDS) of —136dBM and a system noise figure of around 4dB when used with a modern HF transceiver. Overall gain is +14dB. Separate Schottky ring mixers are used on both Rx and Tx sections for best performance with extensive matching and high level stable LO generation.

The transverter runs from +12 to 13.8V power supplies and can thus be used as a base station or for portable operation if required. A matching PA kit is planned for the near future.

Multi-band up-converter

A converter to allow reception of four bands in the range 27-70MHz, using a 2m receiver/transceiver as the IF stage. Conversion is from the CB band, the 10m band, the 6m band or the 4m band using separate on-board dc switched oscillators. Sensitivity is typically 0.7uV. Tuned pre-amplifiers, 40-28005, 40-08006 and 40-08004 are recommended for use with these converters, improving sensitivity to around 0.2uV for 12dB SINAD on an FM signal. Supplied as a kit with PCB and all board-mounted components (including all four oscillators), sockets and undrilled case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Stock No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6m</td>
<td>41-03006</td>
<td>£58.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4m</td>
<td>41-03004</td>
<td>£58.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please allow 28 days for delivery

Multi-band pre-amps

Designed for use with the Multi-band up-converter, 40-28003, but also useful for extra gain and selectivity in other systems. Supplied as a kit with double-sided PCB, all board-mounted components, undrilled case and sockets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Stock No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10m pre-amplifier</td>
<td>40-28005</td>
<td>£8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6m pre-amplifier</td>
<td>40-08006</td>
<td>£8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4m pre-amplifier</td>
<td>40-08004</td>
<td>£8.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cirkit Holdings plc

Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts. EN10 7NQ.
Telephone (0992) 444111
or from our other retail outlets at:
200 North Service Road, Brentwood, Essex. CM14 4SG.
Telephone (0277) 211490
53 Burrfields Road, Portsmouth, Hampshire. PO3 5EB.
Telephone (0705) 669021

All prices include VAT.
Please add 60p for postage and packing
Try a Transverter From Ten To Four and Six

Hopefully, by the time this article appears, the 50 MHz allocation for the radio amateur will have been given practical blessing and all class A licensees will have access to this new and exciting band. Over the past few years, a limited number of experimental licences have been issued with very worthwhile results even allowing for the restricted out-of-TV-hours operation allowed. European contacts are possible on both 50 and 70 MHz (where the allocation is available to overseas amateurs) and on 6 m, transatlantic QSO’s are eagerly sought after during the summer months.

For all those with a transceiver covering 28-30 MHz, here is a design for an all mode linear transverter and matching PA which will allow you to get on the new band at power levels of up to 20 W of FM/CW or 15 W of SSB. It can also be built for the 70 MHz amateur allocation with a very similar specification and full constructional details are given for both versions.

Within the constraints of a reasonable price and performance curve, the design offers — when used with a modern HF transceiver as the drive and IF source — a sensitivity of around -129 dBm for 10 dB S/N+N (0.08 uV PD in 50 ohms). It has an intercept point of -5 dBm and, on the transmit side, a basic power output of 1 W FM/CW or 0.5 W SSB plus power amplification up to 20/15 W with the matching PA.

Other features are: RF sense switching with adjustable hang period; a drive requirement of 0 dBm (1 mW) minimum up to 0.4 W by an on board resistor/ PIN diode attenuator system; full low pass filtering for minimum harmonic output and a repeatable PCB design for both transverter and PA. Kits are available for both items from Cirkit Holdings PLC.

Some Problems

There are a number of design features which have to be taken into consideration before starting on a design for a 6 m transverter from 28 MHz — the main one is the mixer system chosen. On transmit, the second harmonic of the drive source is 56 MHz, not far away from the wanted frequency. Besides being present in the drive signal, this unwanted product will also be unavoidably generated as a result of distortion in the mixing process. While the input signal can be filtered to reduce this to a low level, the mixer distortion is more problematical.

The populated transverter PCB. Please note that this was an early prototype which does not contain any RF metering.
The chosen mixer is a Schottky diode double balanced type (SBL-1), which offers very good performance at a reasonable price. Providing the drive signal for the conversion process is kept at a low level — around -13 dB on the local oscillator injection (+7dBM) — the unwanted products can be kept to a manageable level and removed by a subsequent series of tuned stages in the PA strip. Another advantage of this low level of drive is that third order IMD products are also around -40dB in the early stages.

Another unwanted signal generated is the second harmonic of the local oscillator (2 x 22MHz) at 44MHz, again kept at low levels by the previously mentioned ideas. Also, the second harmonic of the actual transmit signal is slap in the middle of the FM broadcast band, so low pass filtering before feeding to the antenna is a necessity if you want to avoid knocks on the door — or worse!

**How It Works**

Looking at the circuit proper; signals from the antenna are link coupled into T1 which provides initial selectivity for the amplifier stage. Hence to the gate of Q1, a 3SK88 UHF MOSFET amplifier. There are a large number of devices that could be used at 50MHz, some offering much lower noise figures, but the 3SK88 offers a very good return for its cost — very low noise figures are not a vital necessity at 50 or 70MHz. When used with a TS830S, the system noise figure was around 4dB and this should be repeatable with any similar rig.

Following Q1 is a screened bandpass filter, L1 and T2, with a -3dB nose bandwidth of around 2MHz for 6m and 1MHz for 4m removes out of band signals. The top coupling between the two inductors is by residual circuit strays and no physical capacitor is used. The narrower response on 4m is obtained by using a higher capacitance to inductance ratio than for 6m.

The mixer matching is important if unwanted IMD products are to be avoided and hence a -3dB pad is inserted after the filter to assist 50 ohm matching into the SBL-1 mixer. With an input signal of 50MHz, the conversion oscillator required is 22MHz (42MHz for 70MHz) to give the required output of 28MHz. Again matching on the output stage is important and unwanted output products can be reflected back into the mixer to give even more products so a diplexer follows the mixer. This provides a good 50 ohm match for the wanted product at 28MHz which is passed on to the main receiver. Unwanted products are rejected by the series/parallel tuned circuits and absorbed in the 47 ohm resistors.

The LO signal required for the SBL-1 needs to be at a level of +7dBM (5mW) for optimum conversion gain, so a high level amplifier is a necessity. Crystal oscillator Q2 generates a stable 22MHz (42MHz) signal which is then amplified up to around +20dB (100mW or 2.2V in 50 ohms) by Q3. This may seem a bit over the top when only +7dBM is required in the end, but it is essential when driving a 50 ohm double balanced mixer to resistively terminate the oscillator port for matching purposes. Thus a higher drive level is required in the first place to overcome the loss in the pad plus driving two mixers in this design. Following the amplifier, a multi-pole low pass filter (L6/7) reduces the harmonic content at 44MHz and above to very low levels and allows only the 22MHz signal.

Fig 1. The circuit diagram for both 4 and 6m versions of the transverter.
through into a -3 dB resistive matching pad.

At this point, the LO signal is split — separate mixers are used on receive and transmit paths — by R26/27. It then passes through a further matching pad at -10 dB to give the required +7 dBm at the mixer LO port.

For the transmit path, input signals are initially applied to a resistive 50 ohm pad (R52/53/54) and on via a 28-20 MHz bandpass filter (L15/16 at -3 dB) to reduce any harmonic content of the input signal. A further -3 dB pad matches into the IF port of an SBL-1 mixer. Depending on the input drive level, the initial attenuator can be varied in value to achieve -3 dBm at the input of the second pad ahead of the mixer. Further finer control is available at the IF port via the PIN diode attenuator (D2/3) and RV1 which has practical control range of around -10 dB. The values required for different drive levels are given in the construction detail. This dictates a minimum input drive level at 28 MHz of 1 mW with an initial -3 dB pad. Most HF transceivers can provide this at their low level transistor outputs.

The mixer input port sees -6 dBm of drive, which is the sort of level we need for minimum spurious and IMD. With a conversion loss of -7 dB, the output of the mixer will be at around -13 dBm (0.095 mW) plus any unwanted mixing products and good IMD. Any attempt to drive the mixer at a higher level — which is possible — will simply produce a lot more spurious and poorer IMD, so don’t try it!

The following linear PA strip uses three stages for an overall gain of +43 dB to achieve a saturated output level of 1 W for FM and CW. This reduces to 0.5 W PEP for SSB use for an IMD level of around -32 dB. Interstage screening was not found necessary but the layout is critical to achieve this. The first two stages (Q5/6) use E-line equivalents of the 2N3866 (ZTX327) while the PA uses a BLY33. Other devices were tried but this was found to be the most satisfactory. All stages are biased on for linear operation, the PA using the voltage drop across a diode (D1) to maintain a stable bias voltage in the presence of RF drive.

The output signal contains a higher harmonic drive level than would be acceptable for direct application to an antenna; so further filtering is provided in a two stage low pass filter (L8/9). This has a cut off at around 58 MHz, reducing the second harmonic to below -55 dB. From here signals pass via the output changeover relay to the antenna.

### The Changeover Relays

When using a transverter such as this, there are two ways in which the receive/transmit changeover can be achieved. Either the relays can be manually switched via a line from the driving transceiver when it goes to transmit. If the transceiver has VOX control for SSB then this is a viable method, or RF VOX sensing can be used where the application of drive is sensed, rectified and used to switch the relays over. For SSB use, some form of delay is needed to prevent the circuits immediately switching back to receive as soon as you stop talking.

This design has facilities for both methods. For manual switching, the relays can be controlled by earthing the 'Relay Control' pin, switching the relays can be controlled by rectification of the output signal and connected to the transceiver Tx/Rx input. This rectified by D4/5 and connected to the sensitive opamp circuit, IC2. As soon as the rectified voltage exceeds that of the reference applied to pin 2, the output pin 6 will immediately switch high — thus switching on MOSFET Q7 and turning on the relays. The delay is determined by charging capacitor C61 and the setting of RV2 and can be varied over a few hundred milliseconds to about 1.5 seconds. The use of an op-amp does mean that the remaining period is independent of the RF input level and doesn’t vary for short bursts of speech. External control of the PA is allowed for on the PCB.

A rudimentary form of power output monitoring is provided by rectification of the output signal through D9/10 and RV3, this will drive a 100/200 uA FSD meter and will give a visual indication that output power is actually being achieved when the unit is boxed up.

Diodes D7 and D8 protect the input to MX1 at the moment RF is applied at 28 MHz when still in receive mode before the changeover has occurred. The trap consisting of L4 and C12 is to remove residual LO feedthrough from the mixer preventing it getting directly into the receiver at 22 or 42 MHz. Although this is already at a low level without the trap, it does help prevent problems occurring in receivers with poor front end selectivity.

### Construction

The transverter is built on one double sided PCB whose top foil is a continuous earth plane with etched areas where components pass through to the underside. All components mount on the top with earth connections being made directly to the top foil by soldering.

There are a number of general points concerning component mounting which should be made. Unless otherwise stated, horizontal mounting capacitors and resistors lie against the top side of the PCB to take an earth through to the underside of the board. These points can be ascertained by visual inspection when constructing.

Capacitors such as disc ceramics should be pushed into the PCB holes as far as they will easily go without straining the leads on the board — many will go right to the board others within a few mm. Never have leads longer than 4 mm above the top surface of the PCB as this will lead to instability. Transistors other than Q4 are pushed into their holes until the underside of the device is about 4 mm above the PCB. Never leave all the excess lead that come with the device above the PCB.

The transverter is built in stages so that you know each part...
of the circuit is functioning. This is much easier than building the whole thing and then trying to find possible faults in several stages. We start by building and testing the crystal oscillator stages. Note that you should make sure that you have the correct value component in place for the band you are building—all this information is given in the component list at the end of the article.

1. Insert and solder the ten 1 mm dia PCB pins at the places indicated by a circled cross on the layout diagram. In each case, these are pushed in from the underside of the board as far as they will go, then the splines are pushed hard into the board using a blunt nosed tool. Solder top and bottom where necessary. Cut off the excess pin above the board on the two pins located to the lower right of MX1 and above the source of Q1.

2. Using insulated hook-up wire, solder in the link located underneath RL2.

3. Insert and solder RL1 and RL2. Then IC1 (78L08) with the centre lead soldered to the top foil, and solder in C15, C16, C14, RFC3. Apply +12 to -14V to the +12V pin and check that +8V +/-0.2V appears at the output pin of IC1. Also check that earthing the relay control pin switches over both relays.

4. Insert and solder R14, R17, R16, C13, and Q2. Next L5; note that the shaded portion on the layout shows the location of the shorter of the two shoulders on the inductor—the positions must be followed throughout whenever an indicator of this type is used. Carry on with R15, X1, C18, C20, C17, C21, C19, R20, R19, C21, R18, R22, RFC2, R21, Q3, C23, C24, C25, C22, L7 and L6.

5. Insert one of the copper screening cans over L6 until it is against the PCB, then solder the lugs on the underside and at both ends of the can on top. Then C26, R23, R25 and R24.

6. Apply power to the unit and, with a frequency counter probe on either end of R25, adjust the core of L5 until the oscillator starts. Remove and reapply power adjusting L5 until the oscillator starts up reliably each time. Make sure that the cores of L7/8 are removed for 6 m and level with the top of the can for 4 m operation.

The Receive Side

7. Insert and solder the inductor for T1, C3, R4, C4, C5, R5, R2, R3, C2, RFC1, C6, C7, R1, C1, C9, R6, R8, R7, MX1—orientate the package so that the MCL legend stamped on top is in the same position as indicated— R9, R26, R10, R11, R45, R46, R27, R47, and MX2. These latter components for the Tx stages must be in place to get the correct LO drive level to the Rx mixer. Note that the mixers have pins 7 and 8 connections reversed on the PCB to aid layout—this does not affect operation.

8. Carry on with C10, C12, R12, C11, R13, D7, D8, L4, L3, L2, C59 and C62.

9. Take a length of 24 swg enamelled copper wire and solder one end into the top left hand hole by the side of inductor T1. Wind the wire down past the left hand side of the inductor and round until you can feed it down through the other hole at the lower right of the inductor (1 1/2 turns). The wire should rest on the top of the short shoulder and level with it on the other side (ie you are trying to get the link winding as low as possible on the coil). Solder this end in place on the underside. Insert the single tinned screening can and solder both lugs on the underside. There is no need to solder the can to the top foil.

10. Insert and solder the inductors for L1 and T2, then repeat the link winding as in 9 above for T2, starting at the top right hand corner. Insert and solder the screening can in place.

11. Take Q1 and place it in position on the underside of the board so that the legend on it is facing up through the board and can be read from the top. It must be orientated with the long (drain) lead facing C6. Solder all four leads into place on the underside with the transistor seated in the hole.

Rx Alignment

You can now connect the output of the transverter to your 28-30 MHz receiver via a length of coaxial cable from the pins next to RL2. The antenna input can be connected to a suitable signal generator of a 50 MHz (or 70 MHz) antenna if available. Set the cores of L2 and L3 3 mm into the former and leave at this setting. Apply power and Initially adjust the cores of T1, L1 and T2 for maximum noise in the 28 MHz receiver. If you have a generator, for 6 m tune to 51 MHz (29 MHz at the IF) and for 4 m, 70.5 MHz (28.5 MHz at IF) and adjusting the generator output as required, re-adjust the cores for maximum noise at this tuning setting. The converter is now set up for a -3 dB bandwidth of
Fig. 2 The foil pattern for the transverter.

Fig. 3 The component overlay.
50-52MHz or 70-71MHz depending on the version built. Final tweaking can be from an off-air signal at the centre frequency later.

Connecting an aerial should enable signals to be heard on both bands providing you have active stations or a beacon nearby. During the summer you may also hear other services on both bands, especially European FM broadcast on 4m. So don't get worried about this being some form of IF breakthrough! 4m is also occupied by illegal cordless telephones amongst other things.

On To The Transmitter — The RF Sense Circuit

12. Insert and solder IC2 (solder pin 4 on both sides), D6 (the correct way round — cathode facing bottom of board), R59, R58, C61, RV2, R55, R57, R56, R60, C60, D5, D4 and C58.

13. Whilst avoiding touching the leads, insert and solder Q7 (the metal tab can be touched) making sure that you solder the source (lower) lead both top and bottom.

14. Next, select the correct values of R52, 53, 54 from Table 1 for the maximum input power you are going to use. Do not exceed 400mW input in any case. Solder into place.

15. Preset RV2 to mid position, remove the 28MHz input coaxial cable if in place, then apply power. Touching the 28MHz input pin should result in the relays switching over. They may even go into continuous on/off oscillation with no input cable due to the sensitivity.

Reconnecting the cable to the transceiver should stop this. Applying the correct drive level from the 28MHz transmitter should result in the circuit changing over at power levels of 1mW upwards, with switch off delay determined by the setting of RV2.

16. Carry on with the remainder of the construction working from the top left of the board through the PA strip to the output low pass filters and metering circuitry. Points to note are that the diodes D3, D2 are pin type and not IN4148 as used elsewhere. Also Q6 and Q5 should be fitted with as short leads as possible — the PA transistor Q4 should be fitted so that the underside of the can is 1mm only above the PCB foil (ie as close as possible without the can shorting out). Then the heatsink is fitted over the top with the gap facing C35.

17. When you have finished fitting all components, connect a 50 ohm power meter on SWR bridge and 50 ohm dummy load to the output pins and set RV1 fully anticlockwise. Preset the tops of the cores and position of trimmers as in Table 2.

18. Apply power then put the module into transmit by applying as little CW drive at 29MHz (for 4m use 28.3MHz) as will switch the VOX circuit over. Slowly turn up the drive until power is indicated on the in-line power meter. Using the correct trim tool, adjust the cores of L14, L13 and L12 to peak the reading — do this several times as they interact.

Readjust the drive so that you have around 0.8 — 1W output — or until the output power starts to fall off as the drive is increased — then adjust L11, L10 and TC1 for maximum output power. Reduce the drive again to about 0.2-0.3W output and repeat L16-L12. Then increase again to 1W out and repeat the remaining inductors/trimmer. The final power out should be between 0.8 and 1.2W at 13.8V supply. Varying the drive level should result in a smooth power output transition with no sudden jumps from low to high power which indicates instability.

To set the drive exactly, check that the input drive level is within the range indicated for the input attenuator used, then with con-
continuous drive, adjust RV1 so that the output power just starts to drop off (say from 1.1 to 1.0W). If this occurs at minimum setting of RV1 then reduce the drive until it occurs at 5/8 - 1/2 travel from the earthy end. The preset is then left at this setting and the drive level maintained at V-i-Vi travel from the earthy end.

Using SSb drive, the maximum output for the desired linearity is 0.5W PEP, which will indicate about 0.2W on a non-peak reading power meter. Never try to drive the unit at higher levels than this or you will get very unpopular with other band users.

The finished unit will need to be screened inside a metal enclosure. There are a large number of ready made boxes available, a diecast box being the best answer, with BNC output and SO239 input a good combination. Power should be fed in via decoupled connectors to prevent RF radiation from the power leads. Don’t forget to include an output to control an external relay for the matching PA if used.

Kits of parts for the transverter, for either the 4 or 6m versions are available from Cirkit Holdings PLC, Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts, EN10 7NQ (Tel: 0992 444111) or at their retail shops. They include all components, drilled, tinned and screen printed PCB, screening cans, wire, relays, crystal etc, and come with full instructions. Price is £58.00 for either version inc VAT and the PCB costs £7.50. Orders should be accompanied by 60p postage and packing.

Next month Tony will describe the design of a matching power amplifier which gives 16W out on SSb (PEP) and a minimum of 20W on FM and CW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C19</th>
<th>4m not used</th>
<th>6m 68p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C20</td>
<td></td>
<td>39p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C23, 24, 25, 26</td>
<td>4m 47p</td>
<td>6m 150p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C27, 28, 29, 30</td>
<td></td>
<td>47p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C27a, 28a, 29a, 30a</td>
<td>6m only PEP</td>
<td>15p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C32</td>
<td></td>
<td>100p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C33, 53, 57</td>
<td></td>
<td>22p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C34</td>
<td>100p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C36, 59, 61</td>
<td>100p radial electrolytic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C40</td>
<td></td>
<td>4m, 8p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C41</td>
<td></td>
<td>6m 18p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C42</td>
<td></td>
<td>6m 22p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C43</td>
<td></td>
<td>4m 18p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C44</td>
<td></td>
<td>470p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C45</td>
<td></td>
<td>6m 33p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C46</td>
<td></td>
<td>6m 27p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C47</td>
<td></td>
<td>6m 19p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C48</td>
<td></td>
<td>6m 10p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C49</td>
<td></td>
<td>6m 22p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C54, 56</td>
<td></td>
<td>6m 39p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C55</td>
<td></td>
<td>50p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C56</td>
<td></td>
<td>6p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C63</td>
<td></td>
<td>4p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C64</td>
<td></td>
<td>2p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC1</td>
<td>5.60pf to 10mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All are ceramic disc unless otherwise stated.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All values 1 in and less 2.5mm spacing, rest 6mm except monolithics 2.5mm. Disc or plaque type ceramics can be used. All electrolytic types are 16V minimum working.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L1</th>
<th>4m S18 yellow Fe core</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L2, 3</td>
<td>6m S18 white Fe core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>both MC108 blue Fe core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4</td>
<td>4m S18 orange Fe core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5</td>
<td>6m S18 green Fe core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L6, 7</td>
<td>4m S18 white Fe core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L8, 9</td>
<td>6m S18 white no core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L10</td>
<td>4m S18 blue no core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11</td>
<td>6m S18 yellow Fe core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L12</td>
<td>4m S18 yellow Fe core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L13</td>
<td>6m S18 white Fe core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L14</td>
<td>4m S18 green Fe core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L15, 16</td>
<td>both S18 white Fe core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4m S18 violet Fe core with 3/8 turn link over cold end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6m S18 white Fe core with 1/3 turn link over cold end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>4m S18 yellow Fe core with 1/3 turn link over cold end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6m S18 white Fe core with 1/3 turn link over cold end.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| D1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 | 1N4448 |
| D2, 3 | BA244 PIN type |
| MX1, 2 | MCL SBL-1 |
| RF CHOKES |             |
| RFC1 | 2.2uH Toko 78S |
| RFC2 | 10uH Toko 78S |
| RFC3 | 100uH Toko 78S |
| RFC4 | 4.7uH axial type |
| RFC5 | 4 turns 24 swg on Cu |
|      | on FX115 bead |
|      | 1.0uH Toko 78S |

| RELAYS | DCPO 12V flatpack |
| RL1, 2 | R5 346-845 or Fujitsu FBR244 series |
|        | RS 346-845 or |
|        | Omron |

| CRYSTALS | X1 | 4m 42.000MHz HC18/U |
|          |   | 6m 22.000MHz HC18/U |

| MISCELLANEOUS | 1 double sided PCB. 2 off S18 dial caps. 1 off S18 single cap. 1 off TO5 sink (tail type); 24 swg on Cu wire; length | 39 |
|               | RG174/U; 10 off 1mm PCB connection plus. |
As the successor to the very popular IC2E, the IC02E has a lot to live up to. Steve Ireland, G3ZZD, assesses whether it has ‘made the grade’ with a side long glance at the competition.

The IC02E offers ‘multi purpose scanning’ as compared to the thumbwheel switches of the old IC2E. Either the ten memories channels of the rig may be scanned, the whole band or a segment of it may be scanned, on entry of the upper and lower frequency limits of the range desired.

An autostop facility is provided, the scanning being stopped when a signal is received and resumed when the signal disappears. A ‘priority’ channel function is also available, allowing you to keep an ear on a favourite frequency, such as the local repeater or calling channel, whilst operating on another frequency or memory channel. With this function selected, the IC02E will listen on the priority channel for one second in every five second period.

An LCD display is employed for frequency and function read out. This will display the memory channel number, duplex mode (ie for 600Hz repeater shift), scan mode (MS or PS), lock function, battery condition etc, as well as the operating frequency. A back light is included for night time portable or mobile operation and a dot line read-out across the bottom of the display serves as an ‘S’ meter on receive and RF output indicator on transmit.

The IC02E will provide two levels of RF output. With the ICBP3 NiCad pack supplied, which provides 8.4V, the rig should give 3W RF switched to HIGH power and 0.5W when switched to LOW. With 13V supply, from either a...
mains PSU, car battery or the accessory 1CBP7 NiCad pack, the rig will give 5W at high power, similar to the FT209RH.

**Ergonomics**

Two rotary potentiometers are used, for volume and squelch control, both situated on the top panel. To the left of these are located the high/low power and display backlight push buttons. Above these are four sockets: a BNC 50 ohm for either an external matched antenna or the quarter wave helical supplied with the rig; a 3.5mm female jack for either an 8 ohm external speaker or the earphone supplied; a 2.5mm female jack for an external dynamic or electret microphone; and a 3.5mm male jack for an external 13V DC supply. All the required plugs are contained in the accessory pack supplied with the rig. Other standards are a belt clip, wrist strap, NiCad charger BC2510 and rain proof socket cap for the top panel. A protective carry case can be obtained as an accessory.

On the left hand side of the case is a FUNC button, which selects the function of a particular key on the central keypad. Most of these keys have dual functions. Below this is the PTT and toneburst buttons, contained within the same housing. The surfaces of these buttons are flush with the IC02E case. There is a male 3.5mm jack socket on the 1CBP3 NiCad pack for connecting up the charger along with a red LED to indicate the presence of the charger voltage output. This is very useful as most people will probably connect the NiCad charger to the mains via a 'shaver' type adaptor plug, or similar, and will want to be sure that charging is being achieved via this rather weak link. Nothing is more frustrating than finding your NiCads are still flat after a night of apparent charging!

**On The Air**

The double conversion receiver (first IF 16.9 MHz, second IF 455kHz) has a claimed sensitivity of 0.25uV for 12dB SINAD. Although no laboratory measurements were taken, two weeks use on the Sussex coast showed that it is certainly very sensitive indeed. The Kent repeater, GB3KN, some fifty miles distant, could be heard using the helical antenna from inside a bungalow. A Trio TR9130 multimode with an indoor 'slim jim' antenna produced similar strength signals. The receiver selectivity is also excellent, very little 'bleedover' being noticed from very strong local signals with the channel spacing set at 12.5kHz.

Programming the memories and scanning facilities was easily achieved using the keypad. Similarly as with the FT209R/RH, the facilities are more sophisticated than is necessary for this particular operator, only a couple of the memories being used, along with the scanning facilities. The 'priority channel' facility was very useful to monitor the local repeater whilst working simplex and the switching to and fro did not prove too much of a distraction or cause any 'copy' to be missed. The transmit and receive audio are both excellent. The quality from the tiny electret internal microphone received praiseworthy reports such as "thought you were using a desk mike". The smooth receive audio was comparable in quality to that of my base station TR9130. Maximum audio output is a claimed 500mW, a little low for mobile use, where the optional HS10 headset will probably be used.

The only criticism of the rig's operation was the stiffness of the PTT switch. During an average length transmission, this was such that the fingers of my right hand often became rather stiff as well. With more use, this stiffness could well have vanished, being a product of the newness of the rig.

A twelve hour overnight charging was adequate to keep the rig going on receive for most of the next day, with four or so ten minute QSOs during the course of the day. The deviation of the transmitted signal was reported to be well within +/− 5kHz by very local stations.

**Conclusions**

The IC02E performed beautifully and I have very little criticism to offer. There is the stiff PTT switch and the manual contains a block diagram but no circuit, frustrating for the curious and DIY minded. On the other hand, there is a troubleshooting section in the manual which should enable the correction of simple faults and general 'finger trouble'. The inclusion of a 'rapid results' pocket guide summarising the operation of the CPU controlled facilities proved very useful. I could not understand why a simple dust and moisture proof case was not included as standard with the rig. Surely this would have only put a quid to two onto the price tag.

At the time of writing this review, the Trio 2500 was available at around £260, the FT209R at £240 and the IC02E at £269. All three regularly vary in price compared with each other with dealers and importers offering special offers on them. In terms of facilities and specification there is virtually nothing to choose between them. This is definitely a case of trying them all out and finding which one suits you best.
Start Listening on the Shortwaves

Just bought yourself a new general coverage transceiver or receiver, but don't know what to do with it? Between the amateur bands (and sometimes in them, too, I hear you say) are the broadcast stations. Most amateurs' experience of broadcast stations begins and ends with Radio Tirana in the 40m band, along with its associated jamming. This is a shame, because many stations broadcast informative and even entertaining programmes and their power is such that even when conditions are poor on the amateur bands, it is usually still possible to receive good signals from a number of stations.

Where Are They?

Like amateurs, broadcast stations are supposed to stick to internationally agreed, well-defined broadcast bands. If you stray as much as 100 Hz above 3800 kHz (in an attempt to make that elusive Caribbean station who is only working W's hear you) some thoughtful European will inform you "out of band" (thus proving that he has accurate digital frequency readout). However, the broadcast stations have no such qualms about straying even hundreds of kHz above and below the limits of the official broadcast bands. The international broadcasting bands are at, roughly, 11, 13, 16, 19, 25, 31, 41 and 49 metres. In addition the 75-metre band is used for broadcasting in Europe and Asia, whilst there are bands used for broadcasting within the tropics at 60, 90 and 120 metres. Although Radio Moscow, in particular, is using the 60 metre-band for international broadcasting and it certainly is not in the tropics! The recent WARC conference has agreed to expand the official limits of almost all the broadcast bands and even allocated a new band, at 22m (13600-13800 MHz) for international broadcasting from 1989.

Table 1 The "official" and "actual" broadcast bands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metre-band</th>
<th>Official frequency limits</th>
<th>Broadcast stations actually use (approximate frequencies)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>25670-26100</td>
<td>25650-26100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>21450-21750</td>
<td>21450-21800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>17700-17900</td>
<td>17550-18100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>15100-15450</td>
<td>15005-15700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22*</td>
<td>No allocation</td>
<td>13600-13800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>11700-11975</td>
<td>11500-12100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>9500-9775</td>
<td>9250-9995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>7100-7300</td>
<td>7000-7500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>5950-6200</td>
<td>5895-6255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>3900-4000 (Asia)</td>
<td>3900-4080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* the 22 metre-band will be allocated to international broadcasting from 1989.
already using frequencies outside even the expanded WARC bands — even though the expansions are not supposed to come into effect until 1989 — and a few stations are also already using the 22m band. Table 1 shows the official limits of the current broadcast bands, and also the frequency limits actually in use, the 'de facto' situation.

Most stations broadcast a news bulletin, often followed by a political commentary and usually end their programme with a musical or cultural feature. How interesting these programs are will depend on your interest in the country concerned, or your own political viewpoint. That’s no denying that most of the Eastern European countries broadcast stations do have exceedingly boring programmes. The one that takes pride of place in this respect is Radio Tirana in Albania.

**Awful Albania**

Albania may be a difficult country to work on the amateur bands, but hearing Radio Tirana is no problem at all, even in the amateur bands. Their 500kW transmitters pump out such riveting features as "The Marxist-Leninist Movement Throughout the World is Growing in Scope and Strength" in a bewildering variety of languages including Indonesian, Swedish and, of course, English. Albania is a highly isolationist country (and Radio Tirana’s broadcasts echo this policy), to the extent of being quite vitriolic at times. The inevitable result of this is that their broadcasts in certain languages — notably Russian and some East European languages — are heavily jammed, as anyone tuning across the 40m so-called exclusive amateur band in the evenings can’t have failed to notice. Radio Tirana uses a number of frequencies in the 40m band, including 7065kHz which it uses for its English language programmes.

Thankfully, not all stations are like Radio Tirana. Standards of programming vary enormously; from the professionalism of the BBC World Service, which is on the air 24 hours a day, 365 days a year; to some other stations which broadcast one news bulletin a day in English which sounds like the announcer is translating it as he/she goes along. Most stations broadcast a 30 minute or one hour programme in each language that they use. The same programme is repeated several times a day, to different areas of the world at various times and on what they hope are suitable frequencies for that particular target. Some stations change frequency every few weeks, others hold on to old favourites for years, or even decades!

**Reception Report and QSLs**

Most stations are interested in receiving reception reports from their listeners. This is not always because they wish to know how well they are being received in their target areas, but often just to prove to their governments that they have listeners at all! To encourage listeners to send in reception reports and comments and criticisms on the contents of the programmes, stations offer QSL cards, programme schedules, books, pennants, calendars, listener’s club certificates, competitions often with valuable prizes and all manner of similar goodies.

Collecting QSLs from broadcast stations can be at least as enjoyable as collecting them from amateurs. For a start, many stations print very exotic QSLs with glossy pictures of the country concerned, or often the station, antenna masts etc. There is actually a lot more skill involved in trying to get "DXCC", or QSLs from broadcast stations in 100 different DXCC countries, than there is in obtaining DXCC on the amateur bands. One reason for this, of course, is that broadcast stations only exist in those countries with their own separate government (ie there are no broadcast stations or at least one broadcasting to an international audience) in such DXCC countries as Midway Island, Mellish Reef, Crete, Sardinia, Corsica, Guernsey etc.

So how does one go about starting a collection of broadcast band QSLs? First, you’ve got to hear your station. It is well beyond the scope of an article like this to give the operating schedules of all stations that can be heard in Britain. For a start, most international broadcast stations do change their operating frequencies quite often and some even change the times of their programmes (eg many put their programmes one hour earlier — with respect to GMT — in the summer, when they, and Britain, are on summer time). The best way to find out when stations are on the air and in which language, at which time, is to go out and buy a copy of the World Radio and TV Handbook. Unfortunately, this is a costly tome — the 1985 edition has a UK cover price of £17.95 — but for anyone really interested in what there is to hear on the broadcast bands the WRTH, as it is known, is invaluable.
For those who cannot afford this amount, or who just want to find out what can be heard easily in this country, I have compiled a list of broadcasts in English, based on schedules sent out by various stations and on my own listening. It is by means complete: there are many stations which do broadcast in English and can be heard with ease in the UK but which are not included in the list; there are others which are on the list but which have a number of other programmes in English — especially in the middle of the night (our time) when most stations broadcast to the USA.

The QSL Quest
But to get back to our quest for the QSLs. Assume you have heard the broadcast from Radio Netherlands at 1130 GMT on 5955kHz. Write out a reception report on a sheet of paper (it is better to use writing paper than QSL sized cards for reports, I think) in the following manner. Give the date of the broadcast which you have heard. Give the time that you have been listening: always give the time in GMT. Some stations now announce the time in UTC: this is exactly the same as GMT for all practical purposes. Give the frequency that you have been listening on. Most stations announce the frequencies that they are using, so this should present no problem, even if you are using a transistor portable radio with little or no frequency calibration. Then give the reception quality.

This can be done either in words, or preferably, by using a reporting code. Most stations prefer reporters to use SINPO code, or a shortened version of this, the SIO code. These letters stand for Signal strength, Interference, Noise, Propagation disturbance and Overall merit. In the SIO code deterioration of reception due to noise and propagation disturbances are ignored. For each letter a rating of 1-5 is given, 1 being the worst and 5 the best. So a SINPO rating of 55555 would be absolutely perfect reception — though very unlikely on today's overcrowded broadcast bands. A more likely SINO rating may be 43433: this would mean a strong signal, with moderate interference, slight noise (ie QRN; local noise or static), some fading and moderate overall reception quality. It is of great use to most stations if you can identify the source of any interference (eg in the Radio Netherlands example, it may be from, say, Radio Moscow on 5950 kHz).

Give the station some idea of the type of receiver and antenna you are using. It is far more impressive if the station is being very well received on a transistor portable with telescopic antenna indoors, rather than on a £1500 communications receiver or transceiver with resonant beam or dipole antenna on a 50 foot tower! Finally, if you would like to receive a QSL in reply, a) say so and b) prove that you did actually hear the transmission that you said you did by giving some unique details of the programme that you heard. That is to say, do not simply write "news followed by commentary and music" but be more specific (see example reception report).

Table 2. The SINPO code, recommended for reporting of reception quality to broadcast stations. It is often abbreviated to SIO, in which case only three parameters are given in the reception report. Some stations use "F" instead of "P", where "F" stands simply for "Fading" as opposed to the more general "Propagation disturbance" which would include such things as Auroral activity etc.
Real DXing

So, far I have dealt exclusively with international broadcast stations, and listening to them can be called short wave listening. When international broadcast stations are using powers of typically 250 kW or even 500 kW into antennas with up to 20 or 21 dB gain, resulting in ERP’s of many megawatts, it can hardly be called "DXing", even if the signal is coming from Australia! However, it is possible to be a DXer on the broadcast bands as well. There are a number of stations which use much lower powers than those mentioned, although they are usually broadcasting to a national or even just a local audience rather than an international one. I have a QSL from Radio Station 4VEH in Haiti which states that they were using just 250 watts — lowish power even for an amateur station today, and positively QRP for a broadcast station!

Many of these low power stations broadcasting for a local or national audience use frequencies in the so-called tropical bands, around 120, 90 and 60 metres. In Europe the same frequency bands are used for point-to-point communications, teleprinters and all sorts of other traffic, so there will often be a lot of interference when trying to receive these stations. It is perhaps not really the place to start if a newcomer to broadcast DXing, especially for those with simpler receivers without particularly good selectivity. But for those of you who become tired of the same old political commentaries from Prague, Tirana, Moscow or even Washington, it is great fun trying to hear some local "'ju-ju'" music from Lagos, even if it is overlaid by an S9 + teleprinter!

For those who want to give it a try, the 60m band is definitely the most productive of the three tropical bands. Broadcast stations may be found between, roughly, 4485-5100kHz and tuning around during mid-evening you will hear, typically Radio Afghanistan on 4740kHz; Radio Africa No.1 broadcasting from Gabon, West Africa, on 4810kHz; and a number of stations from the USSR broadcasting in both Russian and local languages. The strongest of these tend to be Radio Dushanbe in Tajikistan on 4635kHz, Radio Baku in Azerbaijan on 4785kHz and Ashkhabad Radio in Turkmenistan on 482kHz. All of these stations broadcast a lot of local music which is almost never heard anywhere else.

The stations mentioned here should be audible on even a fairly simple short wave receiver, perhaps on a portable with a telescopic antenna. If, however, you have a communications receiver (or a transceiver with general coverage receive facilities) what can be heard on these frequencies? Table 3 shows what should be heard on a fairly good evening using a reasonably communications receiver.

The Oriental Challenge

A real challenge for DX-ers is offered by Far Eastern stations broadcasting to local audiences in the tropical bands — as much of a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Station and languages transmitted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4485 kHz</td>
<td>Ufa Radio, USSR (in Russian and Bashkirian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4740 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Afghanistan, Kabul (in Pushto and Dari)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4760 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Station ELWA, Monrovia, Liberia (in English and African languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4780 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Petrozavodsk, USSR (in Russian and Karelian-Finnish)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4790 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Nationale du Mali, Bamako (in French and African languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4795 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Bakou, Azerbaijan, USSR (in Azerbaijani)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4800 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Lesotho (in English and African languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4810 kHz</td>
<td>&quot;Africa No. 1&quot;, Libreville, Gabon (in French)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4815 kHz</td>
<td>Radiodiffusion-Television du Birkina, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso (Upper Volta — in French and African languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4820 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Botswana, Gaborone (in English and African languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4820 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Khenthi Manslyc, USSR (in Russian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4825 kHz</td>
<td>Ashkhabad Radio, Turkmenistan, USSR (in Turkmen and Russian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4835 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Nationale du Mali, Bamako (in French and African languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4845 kHz</td>
<td>Radiodiffusion Television du Mauritanie, Nouakchott, Mauritania (in Arabic and French)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4860 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Moscow (External Services in East European languages, English etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4865 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Beijing, Peking, China (in Chinese)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4870 kHz</td>
<td>Radiodiffusion Television du Benin, Cotonou, Benin (in French and African languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4890 kHz</td>
<td>Radiodifussion Television du Senegal, Dakar (in French and local languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4895 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Moscow &quot;Mayak&quot; (2nd programme) (in Russian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4905 kHz</td>
<td>La Voix de la Revolution, Conakry, Guinea (in French and African languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4910 kHz</td>
<td>Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, GBC-1, Accra (in English and African languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4930 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Moscow &quot;Mayak&quot; (2nd programme) (in Russian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4940 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Kiev, Ukraine (in Ukrainian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4957 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Baku, Azerbaijan, USSR (in Azerbaijani)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4980 kHz</td>
<td>Ecos del Torbes, Venezuela (in Spanish)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4990 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Nigeria, Lagos (in English and African languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000 kHz</td>
<td>Radio RSA, Johannesburg, South Africa (External Service in English and other languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5020 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Tirana, Albania (Home Service in Albanian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5035 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Alime Ata, Kazakhstan, USSR (in Kazakh and other Central Asian languages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5040 kHz</td>
<td>Radio Tbilisi, Georgia, USSR (in Georgian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5047 kHz</td>
<td>Radiodiffusion Television Togolaise, Lome, Togo (in French and African languages)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Just some of the stations that should be audible in the 60 metre band during a morning or evening of good conditions. At night the band is crowded with South American stations, mainly from Venezuela, Colombia and Brazil. Among the first of these to fade in during the late evening is "Ecos del Torbes" on 4980, listed above. Another is Radio Suitatenza in Colombia on 5095 kHz...
To: Radio Netherlands, Hilversum, Netherlands.

Reception report from F Bloggs, 73 Some Road, Anywhere, England.

Date: Wednesday 13th November 1985
Time: 1130-1225 GMT
Frequency: 5955 kHz
Reception quality: SINPO 55444 (occasional local noise, some fading and distortion)
Receiver: Sony ICF-5900W (transistor portable receiver with three shortwave bands)
Antenna: Internal telescopic aerial, indoors.

Programme details:

1130-1138 News
1138-1153 “Newsline” including report on attempted coup in Liberia
1153-1225 “Wednesday Report” including how Netherlands is helping India with its agriculture, and “Dutch Diary” on terrorism-prevention measures.

Please send me a QSL card if you find this reception report to be accurate.

Yours sincerely,
(F Bloggs)

Table 4. A typical reception report with enough details to earn the sender a QSL card. Most stations would also prefer some comments or constructive criticism of the programmes. This sort of reception report is really only suitable for sending to international broadcast stations, who request such reports. If trying to get a QSL from a small South American local station broadcasting primarily to a local audience, a more friendly letter would probably be better, without using the SINPO code. Instead attempt to describe how well (or badly) their signal was coming through.
depends on the stations concerned, though most international broadcast stations run some sort of competition from time to time. Perhaps the most famous one amongst the short-wave listening fraternity is the annual competition by Radio Havana Cuba. The first prize is a week's all-expenses paid holiday in Cuba which has prompted the now standard joke that the second prize is two weeks holiday... I have never heard of anyone actually winning this one, but presumably people do.

Other stations which in the past have run competitions with holidays as prizes are Radio Polonia, Warsaw (before the recent troubles in that country), Radio Moscow and even Radio Portugal. Radio Japan recently ran an essay competition with a Sony short wave radio as the first prize and many other stations have regular competitions with books (often merely propaganda material from the East European countries), African wood-carvings, sets of postage stamps for collectors and so on as prizes go.

But listening to broadcast stations shouldn't be just a mercenary venture, nice though it may be to receive an exotic QSL card or win a holiday from time to time. One can learn a tremendous amount about other countries, especially if you have an interest in a particular country and make a point of listening to a broadcast from the station in that country every evening.

Stations I would particularly recommend in this respect are Radio Canada International, Radio Netherlands, Radio Sweden International, and Swiss Radio International. If you are particularly interested in sport Radio Berlin International (from East Berlin) carries a lot of sport news, naturally with the emphasis on the East German teams, although they cover major European sports meetings also.

If you are interested in the situation in the Middle East, the Voice of Israel and Radio Damascus present diametrically opposed points of view every evening, with Radio Cairo coming somewhere in between. Radio RSA in Johannesburg provides a very different point of view from the one you will usually hear on the reasons for the troubles in that country. Radio Beijing in Peking has toned-down their broadcasts a lot since Mao Tse-Tung died; they now concentrate far more on Chinese culture and music than on reading quotations from the little red book. And if there are no good comedy programmes on television, you can always tune to 7065kHz at 2030 and listen to another exciting episode of "The Marxist-Leninist Movement Throughout the World is Growing in Scope and Strength!"
Most of you will know of the need for circular polarisation when dealing with satellite communications. Here continual changes in signal polarisation due to spin, changing attitude and Faraday rotation imparted by the ionosphere mean the damages. Even in normal 2m terrestrial communications it can produce spectacular results over linear polarisation. I bet many of you have crossed yagis but only use them in either vertical or horizontal modes — missing out on what is possible circular polarisation, especially if you are not interested in satellites.

Obstruction Effects

The normal vertical or horizontally mounted antenna radiates linearly polarised signals in the direction of its main lobe; ie the electrical field is vertically or horizontally polarised in space. It will maintain this polarisation as long as it meets no obstructions or is not being reflected off the ionosphere. Inevitably it will meet an obstruction and then things begin to happen.

There are two effects from an obstruction. One will be loss of signal strength depending both on frequency of the signal — more loss at higher frequencies — and the polarisation of the obstruction relative to the signal polarisation. The other effect results from reflection of the signal off the object itself. Part of it will change polarisation depending on the nature of the object. This change occurs at every reflection. So by the time the signal gets to its destination, its polarisation is unlikely to bear much resemblance to the original.

If you do have means of changing polarisation between vertical and horizontal, try listening to some distant stations — say repeaters — and which polarisation gives the best reception. You may be surprised to find that horizontal may actually be better and often equally as good as vertical, despite the vertical polarisation of the originating station's antenna.

Circular polarisation is not only for satellite working, on VHF it can be the answer to many of your reception/transmitter problems. This unit 'harnesses' your crossed yagis' power.

Use of linearly polarised (ie purely horizontal or vertical) antennas for either transmission or reception result in much fading. This is due to the polarisation first matching that of the antenna system, then slowly changing to intermediate polarisations, many indeterminate, and probably through the opposite polarisation when the attenuation will be at its worst.

Not Just Satellites

It isn't only with satellites that circular polarisation has advantages. Even in normal 2m terrestrial communications it can produce spectacular results over linear polarisation. I bet many of you have crossed yagis but only use them in either vertical or horizontal modes — missing out on what is possible circular polarisation, especially if you are not interested in satellites.

Obstruction Effects

The normal vertical or horizontally mounted antenna radiates linearly polarised signals in the direction of its main lobe; ie the electrical field is vertically or horizontally polarised in space. It will maintain this polarisation as long as it meets no obstructions or is not being reflected off the ionosphere. Inevitably it will meet an obstruction and then things begin to happen.

There are two effects from an obstruction. One will be loss of signal strength depending both on frequency of the signal — more loss at higher frequencies — and the polarisation of the obstruction relative to the signal polarisation. The other effect results from reflection of the signal off the object itself. Part of it will change polarisation depending on the nature of the object. This change occurs at every reflection. So by the time the signal gets to its destination, its polarisation is unlikely to bear much resemblance to the original.

If you do have means of changing polarisation between vertical and horizontal, try listening to some distant stations — say repeaters — and which polarisation gives the best reception. You may be surprised to find that horizontal may actually be better and often equally as good as vertical, despite the vertical polarisation of the originating station's antenna.

The actual effect on signal strength due to polarisation changes is well documented. A vertically polarised signal that has shifted through 45 degrees can be expected to produce a loss of 3dB (half an 'S' point) when received on a vertically polarised antenna. In theory, shifting through to 90 degrees (ie now with horizontal polarisation) would produce an infinite loss — in practice the signal is never exactly 90 degrees out and the actual loss is 15-25dB or 2-4 S points. Over short distances, these are the sort of figures you would obtain when no opportunity has occurred for further polarisation shift.

For some reason, horizontally polarised signals are less likely to change their mode than vertical. This may have influenced the choice of this mode for DX working.
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(ie SSB and CW) rather than vertical. Vertical for mobile use was more intentional as it is a convenient omnidirectional method and it is easier to use a whip than a halo. But, like a base station, the polarisation of a mobile signal will be continually changing, especially in built up areas.

Circular

When using a circularly polarised antenna (crossed yagi or helix), the electrical field rotates around the axis of the direction of propagation so that it rotates through 360 degrees in one wavelength. What this means is that when such an antenna receives a linearly polarised signal, it doesn't matter whether it is vertical, horizontal, or anywhere in between, the loss is a constant 3dB. Compare this with both ends using linear antennas and a loss of up to 25dB!

If both stations are using circular polarisation, there will be very few polarisation induced losses incurred. However, life is not that simple as there are two types of circular polarisation — clockwise and anti-clockwise. This depends on which way the signal is 'threaded' or rotating. Opposite types will give rise to an even larger loss than opposite linear polarisations — up to 30dB or more. It is important that both ends use the same sense. Also, one station receiving another off the back of a similarly circular polarised antenna will suffer from this problem. Some time ago, a suggestion was made that stations in the northern hemisphere use clockwise rotation — not a bad idea and one which could be followed by experimenters.

So far, we have discovered that circular polarisation will give a gain of up to 20dB compared with linear cross polarisation and a loss at the most of 3dB. Another advantage of circular polarisation is that it is much better at getting into built up areas and dips in the terrain than linear polarisation. The circular signals have more opportunity to be reflected from similarly polarised surfaces.

In the past, besides a pair of equal length feeders from the two yagi dipoles, you needed a means of producing the circular polarisation required. This can be produced easily by a simple ‘phasing harness’

where one feeder is lengthened by an electrical quarter wave. This gives a 90 degree phase shift to the dipole which has the extra feeder. Not only this, but you also have to have further quarter wave transformers to bring the paralleled 25 ohm impedance of your two 50 ohm cables back up to 50 ohms again. Unfortunately, this only gives one polarisation mode; for more you have to introduce yet more lengths of feeder and switch them.

Help At Hand

The ‘Polarphaser’ overcomes these problems by using a series of 10 printed circuit strip inductors. These simulate the feeder lengths required, selected by a rotary switch mounted on the board. Any of the four main modes can be selected instantly, plus intermediate polarisations depending on the position of the switch. The whole assembly is mounted inside a grey finished diecast box, with UHF (SO239) connectors for the transmitter feed, and two feeders from the antenna. The three sockets are not actually identified, either on the unit or in the instructions, as to which is which but one could guess correctly that the two close together at one end are the two aerial inputs.

A one page instruction leaflet tells you how to set up the unit simply — this involves connecting everything up and tuning to a known, strong, vertically polarised signal such as a local repeater. You then rotate the knob until a null is found the position for horizontal polarisation — the null is much sharper than the peak for setting up purposes. The knob is then loosened and retightened so that it shows horizontal.

Interestingly as 360 degrees phase shift is available, it doesn’t matter at all if the original feeder lengths are not equal — the unit
can compensate for any unmatched lengths as these will always be within its range. The two crossed antennas need to be mounted at 45 degrees on the mast rather than at 90 degrees. This also helps eliminate problems caused by the mast being in the same plane as one set of elements.

The one thing you still will not know is whether the two circular modes are actually correct. This can only be ascertained by checking against a known thread circularly polarised signal and then reversing the feeders if incorrect. This isn’t actually a problem — just set for best signal strength.

The review sample worked well when set up on receive and transmit and maintained a low VSWR on the antenna feedlines — better than 1.5:1 over 2 metres at all polarisation modes. A small trimmer accessible through a hole on the back allows the VSWR to be set to optimum over the band. There will always be an indicated VSWR present as antennas, plugs, sockets, feeders and probably the VSWR bridge are never perfect 50 ohm matches.

In use, the predicted effects on mobile and satellite signals were as expected, removing flutter through polarisation changes when using one of the circular modes. Some base stations were readable at certain rotations of the knob, which could hardly be heard at either vertical or horizontal, indicating that the polarisation arriving at the antenna was considerably distorted.

To be able to simply rotate the knob on a (grey) box for best signal strength is a considerable asset over say just two switched polarisations. And avid 2m operator will find this relatively cheap unit of immense use when DX chasing — the satellite user will find it invaluable. Thanks to SMC Southampton for the loan of the unit which costs £49 inclusive of VAT.

**Sideswipes**

**The Goosed Farmer**

Xavier Haddoq, goosed farmer, diabetic, occasional paranoid and inebriate, drew me gently towards him by the throat. Intimating that QRM was not exactly flavour of the month, he did such a dance I thought that he had relieved himself over an electric fence.

Haddoq had fallen foul of the local contest club. This gentle band of fools, having dragged the mobile pissoir they call a radio caravan to the summit of Lids’ Leap, attempt to drink themselves to the top of the results table. They often end up under it.

Goose farm has just gone hi-tech, even the geese are goosed by computer. In the wee small hours the club’s beam, of twenty kilowatts ERP, felt its way through Haddock Gap, over and into Goose Farm. Much DX was worked, plus the auto loo flush and every alarm in the place. This is what we call an electro-magnetic compatibility problem. Haddoq had another word for it, after being woken up thirteen times in the night.

The duty op. was quite cooperative. He turned the beam away. This should have been the end of the matter, until a careful and polite investigation, plus some public relations rubbish. Not so. The contest fanatic in charge appears ordering the beam back through Haddock Gap. As an exercise in public relations this is like the Argentine invasion of the Falkland Islands. Words were said, something ‘happened’ to the generator. Now both sides would rather fight than talk. The farmer can do nothing. That’s why he’s goosed.

It’s up to him to be RF proof. What a way to find out. The contest club all laughed till the tears ran down their legs. They are within their rights.

The only time ‘Hams’ are noticed is when we cause trouble. These tales grow in the telling. Some poor little wimp of a local applied for permission for a mast and the neighbours almost lynched him. I wonder why?

Perhaps one day, our toys will be taken away. They will be within their rights. We can all then chant in chorus, “It’s not my fault.” Oh yes?

69’s de William, G8QRM

PS 69’s is four (for) less than 73’s.
Your at-a-glance guide to what’s happening around the clubs, on the air and in general radio-wise.

1 Jan
Cheshunt DARCS: natter night.
S E Kent (YMCA) ARC: natter night.
Derby Dale (Pie Hall) DARS: noggin n’ natter.
Pontefract DARS: AGM.
Telford DARS: open meeting.
N Wakefield RC: chairman’s chat.
Clifton ARS: club meeting.
S Manchester RC: meets every Friday in the Norris Road Community Centre, Sale, at 8pm.
Dunstable Downs RC: the idiots construction contest.
Nunsfield House CA ARG: shack night.
6 Jan
Welland Valley ARS: meets every Monday at Welland Park Community College, Market Harborough.
Borehamwood and Elstree ARC: meeting at the Organ Hall Club, Birstow Close, Borehamwood, starting at 7.30pm.
Basingstoke ARC: 23cm Operation by G3NNG.
Southdown ARS: meeting.
Welwyn Hatfield ARC: Demonstration of RTTY systems.
Twmorden DARS: judging the construction competition.
Pontefract DARS: annual junk sale.
S Tyneside ARS: meets every Monday at the Martec Club, S Shields Marine and Technical College at 7.30pm. Visitors and new members welcome.
Morecambe Bay ARS: Audiology by G1PMZ.
Braintree DARS: meeting at the Braintree Community Association Centre, Victoria Street, Braintree.
Worcester DARCS: Police Communications.
Rugby ATS: RSGB region rep Glen Ross, G8MWR.
Fylde ARS: AGM.
Chester DRS: AGM.
Dartford Heath DFC: pre hunt meeting.
Bury RS: meets every Tuesday at the Mosses Centre, Cecil Street.
Stevenage DARS: discussion on AFS contest, at Sitec Ltd Ridgemonde Park, Telford Avenue, Stevenage.
Wolverhampton ARS: night on the air, your problems solved.
8 Jan
White Rose ARS: test gear night.
S E Kent (YMCA) ARC: quiz for the G2CJC Trophy.
Denby Dale and Pie Hall ARS: AGM.
Mirfield RC: meets every Wednesday at the Community Centre, Yockleton Road, Lea Village.
Farnborough DRS: off the cuff film night with G4MBZ.
Three Counties ARC: Computer Basic.
Glenrothes DARC: meeting every Wednesday in the Library, Leslie from 7.30pm.
Conway Valley ARC: Construction and Function of ATUs by GW3HQL.
N Wakefield RC: visit to the Blood Transfusion Service HQ.
Abergavenny and Nevill Hall ARC: meets every Thursday.
Clifton ARS: club meeting.
Radio Society of Harrow: activity night.
Dartford Heath DFC: DF hunt.
Wimbledon DARS: meeting at St Johns Ambulance HQ, 124 Kingston Road, Raynes Park.
Nunsfield House CA ARG: WW2 Radio Collection.
S Cheshire ARS: Talk by the local Crime Prevention Officer at the Victoria Club, Gatefield Street, Crewe, starting at 8pm.
Dorking DRS: Informal.
Chester DRS: construction contest winners talk about their equipment.
Bury RS: Getting started on RTTY with G3VC.
Wolverhampton ARS: discussion night.
White Rose ARS: natter night.
S E Kent (YMCA) ARC: natter night.
Hastings ERC: Aerials.
Telford DARS: VHF NFD planning.
BT (Reading) RC: meeting.
Denby Dale (Pie Hall) DARS: noggin n’ natter.
Haverings DARCS: AGM at the Fairlykes Arts Centre, Billet Lane, Hornchurch.
Worcester DARCS: informal.
Pontefract DARS: junk sale.
N Wakefield RC: visit to Pontefract junk sale.
Clifton ARS: club meeting.
Fylde ARS: AGM.
Radio Society of Harrow: film show.
Dunstable Downs RC: Junk sale.
Nunsfield House CA ARG: Model Engineering.
Worcester DARCS: quiz vs Cheltenham ARA at Cheltenham.
Glenrothes DARCS: meeting.
Welwyn Hatfield ARC: top band activity night.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 Jan</td>
<td>Todmorden DARS: informal chat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morecambe Bay ARS: AGM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Braintree DARS: meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Jan</td>
<td>Fylde ARS: informal and morse class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chester DRS: meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Midland ARS: meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stevenage DARS: RTTY by G3OVT and G4DOX.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wolverhampton ARS: The Radio Regulatory Dept by Keith Townsend, G4PZA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White Rose ARS: Amateur Radio in Japan by JY9WR/G4ATZ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denby Dale DARS: open discussion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farnborough DRS: constructional contest winner G8 ATK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three Counties ARC: Beekeeping by G0BUZ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telford DARS: SHF DX by G8DPB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Jan</td>
<td>Conwy Valley RC: meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pontefract DARS: project evening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N Wakefield RC: Weather by staff at Leeds Weather Centre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Jan</td>
<td>Ayr ARG: homebrew competition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clifton ARS: club meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radio Society of Harrow: activity night on 15m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wimbledon DARS: meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nunsfield Hse CA ARG: Grand Shack Reopening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Jan</td>
<td>Dorking DRS: AGM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chester DRS: W0ORE lecture and Satellite Communications videos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wolverhampton ARS: night on the air, discussion groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verulam ARC: Weather Satellites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Jan</td>
<td>White Rose ARS: natter night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denby Dale DARS: Fire Service Communications G4YTE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rugby AT5: visit to BTI Radio Station, Rugby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S E Kent (YMCA) ARC: Films by G3VSU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Darenth Valley RS: talk by Chris Ridley of KW TenTec of Chatham. The club meets in the Crockenhill Village Hall near Swanley at 8pm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telford DARS: Test Equipment by G6UDX.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pontefract DARS: Making Transparencies by G4ISU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jan</td>
<td>N Wakefield RC: meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clifton ARS: club meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radio Society of Harrow: Contests For All by G4JNZ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dunstable Downs RC: film show.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nunsfield Hse CA ARG: Alan Dunford, G3XOF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Feb</td>
<td>Borehamwood and Elstree ARC: meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southdown ARS: meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Todmorden DARS: AGM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morecambe Bay ARS: Wood and Douglas kits, G. Rouse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S Tyneside ARS: meets every Monday at the Martec Club, S Shields.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Braintree DARS: meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Worcester DARC: Talk by G3PQR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dartford Heath DFC: prehunt meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bury RS: meets every Tuesday at the Mosses Centre, Cecil Street.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stevenage DARS: construction evening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wolverhampton ARS: Transmitter Testing — frequency, power, deviation etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White Rose ARS: DXpedition to Laccadives (VU7) video.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Feb</td>
<td>S E Kent (YMCA) ARC: natter night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mirfield RC: meets every Wednesday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three Counties ARC: Satellite TV by G8CMO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glenrothes DARC: meets every Wednesday in the Library, Leslie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pontefract DARS: homebrew show.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Havering DARC: surplus equipment and junk sale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Feb</td>
<td>N Wakefield RC: social night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dunstable Downs RC: AGM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aberavenny and Neville Hall ARC: meets every Thursday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Feb</td>
<td>Ayr ARG: On To 6m by GM4NFC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S Manchester RC: meets every Friday in the Norris Road Community Centre, Sale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W Kent ARS: surplus equipment sale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nunsfield Hse CA ARG: AGM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clifton ARS: club quiz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dartford Heath DFC: DF hunt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Feb</td>
<td>Bury RS: Installing Your HF Station — avoiding the pitfalls by G4JAG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White Rose ARS: natter night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farnborough DRS: My favourite piece — an equipment evening by the members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Havering DARC: informal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Feb</td>
<td>Conwy Valley RC: Test Equipment by GW3JGA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pontefract DARS: project evening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N Wakefield RC: on the air.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Feb</td>
<td>Wimbledon DARS: meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N Wakefield RC: on the air.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Feb</td>
<td>Dunstable House CA ARG: surplus sale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clifton ARS: meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Feb</td>
<td>Glenrothes DARC: meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Todmorden DARS: informal chat night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morecambe Bay ARS: film show.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Braintree DARS: meeting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
18 Feb
Rugby ATS: Talk by DTI, RIS.
Midland ARS: meeting.
Steveage DARS: junk sale.
Wolverhampton ARS: discussion night.

19 Feb
White Rose ARS: surprise night!
Three Counties ARC: Steam Railways by G3ZRM.
BT (Reading) RC: meeting.
Havering DARC: Contest Operation demonstration and talk.
Worcester DARC: informal.

20 Feb
N Wakefield RC: Coach visit to Jorvik Museum, York.

21 Feb
AYR ARG: ZS Radio by ZS6CBF.

23 Feb
Wolverhampton DRS: night on the air.
White Rose ARS: natter night.
Farnborough DRS: open evening for RAE and CW students.
Havering DARC: pre contest briefing and informal.

Will club secretaries please note that the deadline for the April segment of Radio Tomorrow (covering radio activities from 1st March to 1st June) is 28th January 1986.
Log keeping may seem a time consuming chore, but it does have some distinct advantages as Stan Crabtree, G30XC, explains.

parcel of the whole business that goes under the banner of amateur radio operations.

As an ex marine operator perhaps I was schooled along too strict a line. On ships, keeping watch on 500kHz, it was a requirement that an entry should be made in the official Log Book "at least every 15 minutes". During periods of non operation this meant the entry of another ship's call sign in between the often pseudo "silence period observed" endorsement at 15 and 45 minutes past each hour. The only time I couldn't manage this was on a trip between Japan and the Panama Canal during daylight hours!

My amateur log serves as more than just a record of contacts. It is a complete diary of events. Everything to do with the station is recorded from the often fruitless calls of 'CQ' on ten metres (not previously mandatory but well worth entering) to the erection of a new antenna. Apart from the required signal reports, locations and names, I also jot down whatever item of interest crops up in the following exchanges. Perhaps he's using 2 watts! Or he may be 83 years old.

The Regulations

Let's look at the regulatory requirements for a fixed station log during normal operations.

1. The time of all transmissions should be recorded in Greenwich Mean Time. In the UK we are fortunate that during the winter months this is the same as local time, and only one hour different when the clock goes forward in the summer. We never have to calculate the date — a necessary task for amateurs on the other side of the globe. Incidentally, the abbreviation UCT appearing on DX QSL cards is the updated version — Universal Coordinated Time — but is the same as GMT.

2. The calls signs of other stations worked or called.

3. The frequency or waveband on which the transmission took place and the mode of that particular transmission eg CW, SSB etc.

4. A further requirement is that Log entries be made at the time of the transmission, no gaps should appear between successive entries and the Log Book should not be loose leaf.

A Personalised Log

Whilst a commercially produced Log Book is not especially expensive I prefer to use a plain A4 stiff backed book, which I rule up to suit my needs. An example of my log is shown in Fig. 1. The date is written on a separate line therefore the first column bears the time. To me, who called who is irrelevant so the second column is headed STATION WORKED — this saves the space of one column. Signal reports come next in two columns and then the wave band of operation. I like to know the actual frequency for reference and the next column is headed D R (Dial Reading). This is a habit going back to my old homebrew days but now it records the digital (or otherwise) frequency reading. My mode or 'class of transmission' is invariably CW so no MODE column is allowed for. On the rare occasions that I use a microphone I enter SSB and underline it in the REMARKS column.

I believe that the sequence of Log entries are very much a personal affair. As long as the necessary information is recorded and can be extracted, you are complying with the 1949 Wireless Telegraphy Act. Another advantage of 'rolling your own' Log is that the sequence can coincide with your QSL card layout. This can speed up sessions devoted to the writing out of QSL cards.

Using my design for columns, I have over half a page — more than 4" of space remaining for remarks. This is usually sufficient for notes made during an over. My notes are usually abbreviated but in sufficient detail to ensure all necessary information is recorded. Again, depending upon personal taste, further columns can be ruled up and act as QSL checks. Ticks can be made when you send a card out — and when received. Temperature can be recorded at the commencement of a session.

Shortwave listener Logs can be drawn up on the same lines whether it is amateur or broadcast stations that are monitored. Here again the operator can use his or her imagination as to column headings. It may be useful to have wider spaces for signal reporting to describe types of fading or interference. The date and means of posting a QSL card can also be recorded.

Purely for nostalgic reasons I still 'SIGN ON' for a period of
Fig. 1 An extract from G3OXC’s homebrewed Log Book.

operation much the same as I did at sea many years ago. If you spend a lot of time listening at least you have a note of the times. Apart from basic operating signals it is well worthwhile recording anything that relates to your station in the station log. Additions, changes and usage of equipment is an example. On the social side it is handy to record the visits of callers whether they be amateurs or not. It is of course necessary that should another person operate your station his signature and callsign should endorse all transmissions made.

Logs As Evidence

A few years ago I was accused of causing TVI. As it happened, the allegation was made in a wild and unsuccessful attempt to obstruct an antenna planning permission application. Thanks to keeping an accurate Log I was able to counter attack by requesting dates, times and types of interference. Furthermore, I was able to produce a Log that sported the signature of two GPO engineers of the ‘Interference Squad’. The Log had an entry which showed that no spurious of unwanted radiation had been detected from my equipment running at full power on all the HF bands.

A well kept Log may also be worthwhile in the event, however remote, of your call being pirated. If the illegal operator further violates the accepted rules of amateur communications you may be called to task, however wrongly. Again your record of operations could save the day. It may not prove you were not using the offending operator’s frequency at the time but it could be useful to show you were operational on another frequency with a different model.

Apart from being a mandatory requirement, keeping a good Log can retain the memory of your amateur radio operations for a lifetime. I take great pleasure occasionally browsing through old Logs, noting the call signs and reading the comments. I know of at least one Old Timer who has kept his Logs intact since pre-war days. I’m sure there are many more.

I’ll end with a plea to the many newcomers to our hobby; both transmitting amateurs and short wave listeners. Don’t think of logkeeping as a chore to be tolerated — consider instead its future contribution to your own posterity and possibly amateur radio history.
The amplifier is constructed on a piece of double sided 1oz copper fiberglass board measuring approximately 190mm x 80mm. Do not use 2oz board as this will affect the values of the airline inductors. The width of these inductors is not too critical, since it is length that mainly determines the overall inductance. The foil patterns for top and bottom sides are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

If you are etching your own boards, I find the best way is to mask the top and bottom with magic tape or regular masking tape. Draw the pattern onto the tape and then cut away the areas of the tape where copper is needed. Spray both sides with grey car primer a few times, then remove the remaining tape. The exposed copper will be etched, while the painted copper will be protected from the etchant.

Before drawing the bottom layout on the tape, gently tap the PCB with a 4mm tap or a centre punch with a fine point. This will enable location of the holes for mounting the components. Drill all the holes for the top foil first as this will help centre the bottom layout with respect to the top. It may be easier to protect the area under the relays using an etch resistant pen rather than the tape. This method of making PCBs results in a reasonably tidy and neat appearance.

After cleaning the board, clear all the holes out and those requiring Vero-pins should be suitably opened to allow a good fit. Ensure that the relays RL1 and RL2 fit without undue pressure on the pins. All the holes that do not have an earth connection on the top foil should be opened just to the depth of the copper layer using a 2.5mm drill. Alternatively, these holes can be made by scraping away some of the primer paint and exposing the areas to the etchant.

The locating holes for the upper and lower foils are also the centres of Q2 and Q3. Open the Q2 mounting hole to a diameter of 10mm and similarly open Q3 to 13mm. Cut with a saw and file, for the flange to pass through the PCB — but do not make the clearance for the flange excessive. With all the holes drilled, the PCB is set on the heatsink and a 4.5mm (3/16") hole drilled for the Q2 stud and two holes drilled for Q3 — these devices are not fitted until later. Similarly, drill at least four holes (with 6BA clearance) to provide support for the PCB on the heatsink.

Solder the Vero-pins, ensuring a good joint on both top and bottom sides. Components C9, C10, D4, C16, C17, D6 and C18 cannot be fitted until Q2 and Q3 have been soldered into position. However, mount the remaining components and check for connection on the top foil. Do not forget the wire link between the relays. A wire link is also needed underneath the board from "A" to "B" and from "B" to "C". This carries the +13.8V supply to the T/R relays and Q2 and helps to set the quiescent collector current in Q2 and Q3.

Take care when winding the six hole ferrite sleeve and bead RFCs so that no shorted turns occur. Also ensure that the location of C13, C14 and C15 is within the few millimetres indicated on the layout. The board is now placed on the heatsink over the four 6BA studs, or bolts as suitable, and Q2 the 2N6082, can be checked for alignment and clearance. It is better to have a little extra clearance in the 6BA mounting as this eases alignment of the transistors.

The leads of Q2 are bent as in Fig. 5. These 90° bends will help in soldering in and, if necessary,
The component overlay diagram for the 80W SSB linear amplifier.

removal. Also the slight downward slope of the leads will avoid any strain on the transistor when finally installed. Lightly tighten the nut on the stud of Q2 for the moment. Fit and check that Q3 clears its cutout and bolt down with suitable screws into the heatsink. Check that there is no undue pressure on either transistor and that their orientation is correct. Finally, solder them into position.

C11 and C12 have to be fitted on the under side of the board. C16 and C17 should be fitted as close as possible to the body of the transistor ensuring that a good flow of solder goes on to the capacitor sides. C9 and C10 must have their leads as short as possible before soldering into place. Add a smear of heatsink compound before soldering in D4 and D6 as well as smearing the flange and stud of the transistors.

Q4 does not need a heatsink although the mica washer which is its bush should be smeared with some compound. The switch SW1 and the RF connectors are left to the individual to position. My versions had SO239s soldered directly to the top ground plane so ensure short connection to the Veropins.

C18 can be fitted as indicated or just tacked into place to allow easy adjustment if required. Take care when doing this as L5 is at 13.8V.

Just before tuning up, solder the negative supply leads as near as possible to the emitter of Q3 and the positive supply to point C. Check for shorts and that all the relevant components are clear of the top foil. Finally check the polarities of the diodes and electrolytic capacitors and the clearance between the PCB and the heatsink.

**Tuning Up**

You will need a power indicator, a 50 ohm dummy load rated at no less than 50W and an ammeter to measure the collector current. Before applying any RF the $I_{CQ}$, the quiescent collector current, in Q2 and Q3 must be set. Set VR1 to maximum resistance and switch on. Check that everything is okay and limit the current by means of a 2 ohm 10W resistor which should prevent any disasters.

Set $I_{CQ}$ in Q2 to 20-25mA — you may find it easier to do this with L2 temporarily up ended which may cause Q2 to oscillate. Adjustment is made by changing R2, with fine adjustment via R3 if needed. Total current from the PSU should be about 100-120mA at this stage.

Reconnect L2 and disconnect the +13.8V supply to Q2 via the wire link. Switch on again; this time Q3 and Q4 should be drawing all the current from the PSU which should be quite low. Adjust VR1 to

---

**Fig. 5 How the PCB is supported on the heatsink.**

![Diagram of the PCB support setup](image-url)
get an indicated current of 100mA – about 20mA of this goes in the bias network. Ensure that D6 is close to Q3’s body. Disconnect the power and reconnect the wire link to Q2. Switch on again, with the limiting resistor still in circuit. Preset C6 to 1/4 mesh, C14 to maximum, C13 to half and C15 to max less ½ turn.

Connect up the power meter and dummy load and your transceiver and apply no more than 3W, preferably only 2W. If the relays fail to change over, this is due to a high input VSWR so reduce to low power if possible. Adjust C6 such that the relays come in and out reliably. Restore full input and tune C14, C13 and C15 for maximum power out, which is unlikely to be more than 20-25W.

If all is working well, disconnect the limiting resistor and retune for maximum power but only for 10 second bursts. This will prevent excessive dissipation in the output transistor while you are tuning up. Watch the collector current and make sure it does not rise too much ie more than about 15A max. The typical current should be in the region of 11 to 12A. I_C should not be overheating. If you see any of these signs of that RF is being emitted when none is being put in, ie instability, then stop, you have a fault. If the SSB delay time is not suitable, change the value of C7 to an appropriate value.

My Results

With an FT290R connected via 70cm patch lead to the amplifier, another 70cm patch lead to the power meter, and a 13.8V supply...
to the transceiver, and linear, approximately 20-25W was achieved on low power. On high power the power out was in the region of 75-80W. When tuned to 144.250MHz, the linear's output was S0W which fell to 75W at 144.575MHz.

While in use, take care to avoid overheating and if the heatsink gets too hot to touch, the amplifier should be switched off and allowed to cool. When monitoring the collector current do not talk it up on SSB instead, try to average it to half of the maximum FM value as this will avoid excessive IMD products.

### Components List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESISTORS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>100k, 0.25W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>220R, 0.5W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3, 5</td>
<td>27R, 0.5W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>22R, 0.5W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>820R, 0.25W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR1</td>
<td>4k7 vert preset</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDUCTORS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>2 turns on 8mm (ID), 7mm long 20 swg silver plated wire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>3 turns on 8.5mm (ID), 8mm long 20 swg silver plated wire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3, 4, 6</td>
<td>airliner inductor on PCB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L6</td>
<td>12 turns on 6.5mm (ID), 15mm 20swg wire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7</td>
<td>4 turns on 30swg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAPACITORS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>18pF cer plate, 50V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2, 9, 10</td>
<td>47pF cer plate, 50V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3, 4, 11, 19, 22</td>
<td>1nF cer plate, 50V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>470uF 10V radial electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6, 13, 14</td>
<td>5-60pF film trimmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7, 24</td>
<td>220uF 10V radial electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8, 12, 20, 23</td>
<td>1nF cer plate, 50V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C15</td>
<td>5-80pF mica compression trimmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C16</td>
<td>470pF mica wrapped</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELAYS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RL1 and RL2</td>
<td>OUD, Circit stock no. 46-70050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEMICONDUCTORS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>BC108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>2N6082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>MRF247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>TIP31A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1, 2, 3</td>
<td>1N4148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4, 6</td>
<td>1N4001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MISCELLANEOUS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 oz double sided PCB; one switch SPCO (FM/SSB); wire; Veropins; 4x6BA bolts and nuts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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73's Dave Gadsden, G4NXV, Advertisement Manager
WANTED Edystone power unit, type 924, for EB36 receiver. Good price offered. Tel Peterborough 0733 236634.

YAESU FT101Z or similar complete rig wanted in mint condition. Please telephone 0732 2687.

ZEENITH R7000 trans-oceanic 150kHz-30MHz no gaps plus FM band, air band, public service band 88-174MHz. SSB American portable made about 1980 very expensive when new. Would swap for R1000, R600, FRG 7000 WHY Brian 01 736 6581.

WANTED Yaesu FT480R Mark 2 Phone 0633 728271, Harold GW1 LIN.

WANTED modern Scid state HF transceiver (preferably with general coverage receiver) suitable for base or mobile cash waiting for right rig. G3YHK Felixstowe 286616.

WANTED RF amp/mixer module for burnedept 3-CH Tx (API 00333) amp power handling. Also digital frequency meter 50MHz plus vertical multi band base antenna. Can collect. Please telephone Roy GO-BZT. Sedgley (09073) 78792.

WANTED Marconi Mercury type 1017 receiver and hallicrafter S85/S86 and S-53A receivers. Please write to Marris, 35 Kingswood House, Farnham Road, Slough, Berks SL2 1DA.

WANTED Murphy type 818 TX (API00333) amp power unit (API00336). Marconi Elleta Rx (similar to Edystone 840). Aerial plug AM 161 (10H/184). Marconi type 898A or 966A power units with plugs and cables. G4FUY QTHR Reading 733633.

WANTED ATU 80-10 metre bands 200 WTP Power manual tuning similar to SEM tranmatch etc. Tel Stroud STD 04536 2385. 6m on weekends.

WANTED Morse Tutor, Telephone Upminster (Essex) 27578.

WANTED manual circuit for Vortexion CBL stereo tape recorder also Pye PE80 table model or any unusual old multiband short wave receivers. Alan Judge 106 Bicknorp Road, Maidstone, 0622 50709.

WANTED Bug keys, dedicated CW operator/collector reqs. any semi-automatic mechanical keys by McElroy, Lionel, Viboplex, Edystone etc, any age any condition, Phone G3TSS 043 471 3126.

WANTED Yaesu YG91 scope also any accessories for FT107M including transverter modules and desk microphones. Phone Reading (0734) 59648. After 9pm or weekends.

WANTED AR88 signal strength meter, metal trims, badge, valves, any inexpensive Heathkit equipment will exchange my KW160 topband Tx and Sharp portable SW Rx with digital display, G4VNG 0733 231639.

CIRCUITS wanted for Airmec wave analysers. Types 863 30KHz to 300 MHz and 245 5MHz to 300MHz P.G. Robins, 29 Priory Road, St Denys, Southampton SO2 1LS.

WANTED general coverage HF receiver Trio R800 or similar. Must have SSB and digital frequency readout. Details and price to G. Marris, 7 Dobbin Close, Rawtenstall, CV34 5RQ.

WANTED Yaesu FT107M including transverter modules and desk microphones. Phone Reading (0734) 596485. After 9pm or weekends.

WANTED Yaesu FT790R or similar. May have SSB and digital frequency readout. Details and price to Marris, 35 Kingswood House, Farnham Road, Slough, Berks SL2 1DA.

WANTED Yaesu YK-901 keyboard to match up with my Yaesu YR-901 RTTY reader. Also Yaesu FRG-7700M late one. Colchester 394333 Essex.

WANTED RTTY receiver, any condition considered also Rolleroaster coil. Please phone Plymouth 47157 G3XMY.

WANTED Datong active antenna model AD370. Also world radio TV handbook. Please contact Paul on 0292 498388 or write to P. Lawrence, 5 Congreve Close, Woodloes, Warwick CV34 5RQ.

WANTED handbook (or photocopy) of Heathkit RG-1 receiver. Also old, dead, dying or working, Heathkit RA1 receivers and coder AT5 transmitters condition and prices to Marris, 35 Kingswood House, Farnham Road, Slough, Berks SL2 1DA.

WANTED Ten tec argonaut, Trio TS120V or FT707. G4FUY QTHR Reading 733633.

WANTED FT101, FT250, HW100 or HW101 WHY? Tel 0934 28563 G3JUT.

WANTED Yaesu YK 901 keyboard to match up with my Yaesu YR 901 RTTY reader. Also Yaesu FRG-7700M late one. Colchester 394333 Essex.

WANTED purchase or loan for copy, handbooks or circuits, data for Multi-Elmac "PSR-12" receiver and "PSR-12" PSU also KW Valiant transmitter nd PSU prices and details to G3FCK, Newbury 40750.

WANTED Sinclair Spectrum computer 48K as soon as possible. Wanted power supply 15 amp plus. Wanted ATU for FT77 one little SEM tranmatch or similar. Phone 0282 37768 cash waiting.

WANTED Yaesu FT790R 70cm multimode, or similar. Will collect if reasonably local. For details contact Rob, G1GHA QTHR or telephone 021-350 1470.

WANTED Trio R300 receiver please send details and price to Ted Kimber, 1 Moorlands, Bishops Lydeard, Taunton TA4 3PG.

WANTED RTTY Genie, any model with manuals and software. Hardware working or not. Please write to G4SQF, Brian Harrington, 237 Norton...
WANTED VF0700S for my and CCT sheet unmodified. Be in GWO with instructions. East Road, Norton Canes, 595.

WANTED Trio Sp930 speaker, SM220 monitor, copy World at the Finger Tips, mini beam 28/14 MHz, G3 AOS, 3 Church View Terrace, Sutton Lane Ends, SK11 0DT.

WANTED FT707, FP707 PSU, FT700 ATU, mic etc. Must be in mint condition with manuals. Good price paid. Phone 0282 59320 anytime.

YAESU FT707S (10 watt model) any condition, also v facto HF linear. Why? I will accept P3's. Ryecroft Close, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 4PL.

WANTED KW202 Rx or Trio TR310 Rx must have service manual and must be in excellent condition. Mediocres considered. Ring Peter Beavan 061-747 8831.

WANTED Yaesu FR50B Rx FV50B VFO any 2m transverter, homebrew or WHY also any digital frequency display unit for HF. For sale or exchange for any of above. Lincoln 500 MHz 27MHz multimeter. Peter Hunter 2 Huxley Close, Norwich, Norfolk NR1 2JS.

WANTED service manual or circuits for an advance UHF multimeter model VM79 and a Philips digital multimeter model PM2421. Details to G3NSF QTHR or phone (0582) 62621.

WANTED IC701PS working or repairable, must be affordable. George, Kidderminton 741690.

EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE my new Panasonic RF-B600L communications receiver for AOR 2001 scanner must be in mint condition. Mr Bannister 051 263 6724.

SWAP FT203R with charger speaker mic and spare battery pack for 70cms equipment. WHY? Prefer mobile. Phone Bob daytime 0732 458800 (Sevenoaks, Kent).

EXCHANGE Eddystone 750 Rx modified RF SSB added in excellent condition, for Heath

EXCHANGE video Genie computer, two SSDS disk drives with interface. Lots of software for good general coverage receiver or 2m hand held. Peter Talbot, 7 Kings Road, King's Heath, Birmingham B14 6TU. Tel 021 444 5660 after 6.30pm.

EXCHANGE TR9130 8 months old still guaranteed use little for FT290R and FT790R. Sell Dragon 32 with games £70. TF995 sig gen 1.8 220M £60. Add impressive VOM voltmeter £15.

EXCHANGE FT1012 and SP102 with FM/AM for FT787 both boxed as new also have for sale SK610 base and chimney with 4CX350A. Phone Dave Rotherham 67471.

EXCHANGE Gestetner 460S automatic electric dupli off, working, order, suitable for a club for a fairly modern two meter mobile or handheld. Evenings Chichester 779479 (long ring please).

EXCHANGE NEC P83000 + monitor + dual discs + printer + 40 x 5.25" discs, games, CPM, ASM, WP etc for FT77/707/102 or general coverage TCVR. Write Glenn (G6VRQ) Granary Cottage, High Park, Uffculme, Devon.

EXCHANGE high quality metal detector, many finds, excellent condition, 4 levels of discrimination, for good SSB or Rx/Tx with good coverage. Metal detector is complete with case, head phones, tools, books etc. Contact WT Johnston, Ferndown, Dorset 891538.

SWAP HF for VHF have receiver FT200/250 HF transceiver (3.5MHz to 29MHz 300W output. USB/LSB/CW/AM) and F200/250 power supply. Totally mint condition. Fully checked. Boxed. Will swap for 2 metre multimode transceiver. Tel 0208 82 3214 (SW Scotland).

EXCHANGE 12" double ended sailing boat as new condition combination trailer included approx value £300 for FT290 or similar two metre multimode plus small linear or rotor. Tel Tony Norwick 405531.

A SUPERB Yaesu FT901R transverter 2m 70cm 50MHz. Boards fitted - 1 new never used 2 metre C5 fibre co-linear by Jaybeam. Micro module ATV command for sale or exchange for HF transceiver mobile or base and HF amplifiers cash either way. Scarsibrah (Lancs) 880345.

EXCHANGE Yaesu FC700 ATU for FC 902ATU plus cash as required. FC 700ATU comes complete with manual. In mint condition. FC902ATU must be in good condition. I am prepared to pay up to £50 plus FC 700ATU. Telephone Mid Calder 880345.

EXCHANGE Logan organ two manual 13 pedals sustain draw bars voices and effects 2 speed rotary speaker auto rhythm auto bass arpeggio and memory excellent condition £425 one or exchange FT AF Tx/RX FT1012D or similar phone John GI LUG Coventry 450476.


HAVE HF-VHF 5 digit LED frequency counter, Ham multi-mode I I Tx, 3 amp 0-25V Var PSU, Eagle DMM, SWR meters, Oric Atmos 48K computer with all leads. Plus lots more in exchange for Tri 800 or any similar Rx. Please tel 0278 428633.

EXCHANGE my FT208R handheld with PSU/charger, leather case, speaker mic and two antennas all mint and in original boxes for an Icon 251E multimode plus cash adjustment or buy your 251E for cash. Tel Laurence on 607 4124 (London, evenings).

FOR SALE

GENUINE estatic D104 microphone C/W UG8 stand £35 ono. Shure 444T microphone £35 ono. Heathkit SB889B microfiche scope requires slight attention £70. Martin G3ZSS Plymouth 707550.

SALE FC102 ATU slight mode £110. FT7707S 10W with H/B VFO £300 FT1012D mk2 with filter fan mix £180. FV1017 VFO £70. FRG7 fitted SSB filter £95. FT227R low gain Rx £50. Carriage extra. Collect 1012D? G410 T QTHR. Folkstone 76063.

FT790R 70cms multimode, carrying case, strap, ni-cads, charger, rubber, helical and
M588 FM AM SSB transceiver perfect condition 26.515MHz to 27.855MHz with 40 channel fitted £80 ono CTE international AL linear valved 500 watt FM/MM 1000 watt SSB 26-30MHz with pre-amp £150 ono. Tel 0570 470 309.


DRESSELL EV22000 GAAS preamp will handle 1KW PEP band new unused complete with interface £70. Phone Tiverton Devon 522563.

FOR SALE CTE International Flex2 1000W linear (variable) 26-30MHz AM/FM/SSB £250 ono, (0332) 423964 (evenings).

SCOPES Cossor 1036, Telequipme NT S42, Solarton CD1400. Mike G4IIJ Leeds 0532 228968.

FOR SALE Yaesu FR101D receiver complete with 2 metre converter and home brew digital frequency counter, £175 also FR7 general coverage receiver superb condition, £125. Tel Duncan on Wrexham 357612.

KENWOOD TS430S £600 AT250 ATU £220 Drue2A4A PSU £80 as new G2DYM dipole and poles £80 IC240 £100 3 element colinear £30 Phone Salisbury (0722) 780396.

SONY 2001 receiver state of the art as new with F575 HFV5 10-80 vertical with radial kit £50 3 months on order. Wanted 70 cms mobile 2 meter base - 01 784 6767 evenings.

FOR SALE Murphy receiver £60 ex Navy working, need space at home £50. Tel Brighton 737 8000 G1FRY.


YAESS VHF converter FRV 7700 type A 118-150MHz Unused £35. Catronics FM 2 meter amplifier 10 watts in 35 watts out. Without space power transistor and circuit £20 Tel 0282 668548.

JAYBEAM 12X70Y £35 5X2/M £20 both with phasing harnesses. Jaybeam PMH70 50c phase unit new £12.24 element X or Y7977 sandpiper £22 new. G3AAG Hampshir 0730 891243 or 893534.

COLLINS KWM-2A, matching speaker, matching power supply SM-2 desk mic, h/book, spare valves £35. Military 1940s HRO with copts, p/supply £35 homemade ATU (large) £25 Tel 0662 488327 Cleveland buyers to collect. Contact Peter 10am-4.30pm days.

EPROMS for CB conversions including veroboard layout and instructions £5. Eeproms blown for BBC computers and CB circuit diagrams. Send SAE for full details. Chris Womack, 4 Mill Close, Ackworth, Pontefract, Yorkshire WF7 7PU. Tel 0977 611395 after 6pm.

NATIONAL Panasonic RF 2800 digital display FM SW ham bands 800 upper lower side bands or VFO with 40 channel fitted £80 SX200N scanner receiver, 26-516 14 memories AM + FM 120 or 230V instruction book original box as new, £180 Phone Peal I.O. Man.

TELEPRINTERS Creed 2300 (1979) solid state 20W output rate, tape reader/puncher £90. SX200N scanner receiver, 26-516 14 memories AM + FM 120 or 230V instruction book original box as new, £180 Phone Peal I.O. Man.

FOR SALE TS120S 100 watt SSB transceiver, going HF. Phone 0905 620041 anytime.

SHACK CLEARANCE XF-9B transceiver, plus USB/LSB xtabs £30. Smithy L1F 1000W £20. Heathkit HR 100kHz xtal calibrator £100. 1 fl. OSC Oxford converter modules, 5V supply £5. 4.5-20pf small ceramic trimmers £12.0. P Smith, 3 Raven Avenue, Tibshelf, Derbyshire, DE5 8NR.

TEN TEC Argonaut 509 QRP SSB/AM transceiver, 26.515MHz to 27.855MHz with pre-amp £200. Military 1940s HRO in excellent condition. Boxed £230 G3ZZD QTHR 01-348-7980 after 7.30pm.

BARGAINS SWL shack clearance, selling radio £182m X-ray marine receiver. Marconi marine receiver covers 4 distress bands, coastguard (type 10-B) £142m. Solarton digital voltmeter LM 1426 £50 1000V 1000V supplied 2102/82. Pye pocket phone £45. 150MHz with charger spare ex speaker and spare batteries offers WHY Brian, Brighton (0273) 559373.

KENWOOD-Trio 2m power supply PS30 linears £120 BU AT120 Adonis mike £50. Kenwood mike 53S HF amateur radio full 27m coverage £400 or exchange car or caravanette worth £400. Phone 01-517 3588 or write Box 17, Dagenham, Essex RM3 3PU. IC271E in excellent condition and complete with mumTeck board in original packing. This rig has worked over one hundred squares with some help from G6JNSI £475 due to need for HF gear Phone 0905 620041 anytime.

FOR SALE TS120S 100 watt SSB transceiver. Solid state. Excellent condition. Not used mobile. Boxed with accessories £345. Wanted FR7700 must be later one, mint condition, unmodified. Also wanted, Trio 2300 in good condition. Please tel Jeff, Llanelli 0554 753186.
Free Readers' ADS!

Buy, sell or exchange your gear through our free service to readers

CONDITIONS

1. These advertisements are offered as a free service to readers who are not engaged in buying or selling the same equipment or services on a commercial basis. Readers who are should contact our advertising department who will be pleased to help.

2. Advertisements will be inserted as and when space becomes available.

3. The insertion of advertisements will be on a first-come, first-served basis, subject to condition (2). As a result, it will not be possible to guarantee the insertion of a particular advertisement into any particular issue of the magazine.

4. Readers should either write out their advertisement in BLOCK CAPITALS or type it, underlining any words that are to appear in bold.

5. The magazine cannot accept any responsibility for printers' errors in the advertisements; however, we will do our best to ensure that legibly written advertisements are reproduced correctly. In the event of a gross error, at the Editor's discretion, a corrected version of the advertisement will be printed (at the advertiser's request) at the earliest issue in which space is available.

6. The magazine or its publishers will not accept responsibility for the contents of the advertisements, and by acceptance of these conditions, the advertiser undertakes to indemnify the publisher against any legal action arising out of the contents of the advertisement.

7. The magazine reserves the right to refuse to accept or to delete sections of advertisements where this is judged necessary.

8. Advertisements are accepted in good faith; however, the publisher cannot be held responsible for any untruths or misrepresentations in the advertisement, nor for the activities of advertisers or respondents.

9. Advertisers must fill in their names, addresses and (if available) telephone number in the space provided, and sign the form to indicate acceptance of these conditions (forms returned without a signature will not be used).

10. All that is to be reproduced in the advertisement should be entered into the space provided on the form printed in the magazine — note that a photocopy is not acceptable. All advertisements must give either a telephone number and/or address for respondents to contact, and this must be included in the wording of the advertisement.

11. Advertisements must be 40 words or less in length (telephone numbers normally count as two words, exchange or exchange code plus number).
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**AKD developments**

**VHF/UHF ABSORPTION WAVEMETER**

Covers 120-450 MHz. Extremely sensitive. Low profile. Requires PPS battery. Only £24.95

Both products carry a 2 year no quibble guarantee.

**EQUIPMENT**

**2MTR PRE-AMP**

18db of gain. Fall safe circuit. Min. 25 watts through power. £23.99 connectors

...Only £24.95

**SOFTWARE**

**YAESU FT 785UX**

CAT Control Program for BBC Computer, full control of transmitter, with selectable freq. step rates, 300 memories. £65.00 inc. vat.

**2 METER COLLINER UVRL X2**

¾ % over ½

A high gain omni directional antenna (6 dBd) giving low angle radiation. The ideal base station vertical. Ruggedly constructed for long life. The aerial comes complete with 'N' connector and is pre-SWR'd to 145MHz before despatch. Available only from the manufacturer. Send cheque or postal order for £28.37 plus £1.50 postage to: BUCKLEYS (UVRA) LTD., BETAWORKS, RANGE ROAD, HYTHE, KENT CT21 8HG

**PNP Communications**

**Modular Communications Interface for RTTY Morse AMTOR**

**RTTY**

Mod/Decom. ...Kit £14.50

built P.C.B. £16.95

PSU/Pre-amp/Filter... Kit £11.50

built P.C.B. £15.95

Morse Demodulator ...Kit £12.50

built P.C.B. £18.00

Bargraph tuning indicator... Kit £9.10

built P.C.B. £10.75

Software available for:-

CPC484, Acorn Atom, BBCB, Dragon 20/84. Commodore 64, VIC 20, TRS80C.

Send a large (A4) S.A.E. for full Cat.

Please add VAT at the current rate. Access & Barclaycard (VISA) welcome.

62, Lawes Avenue, NEWHAVEN, East Sussex BN9 9BB.

Tel: (0273) 814468

**FILL THIS SPACE**

RING STUART TAYLOR

01-437 0699 TODAY!!

**CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING TERMS & CONDITIONS**

Our terms for new advertisers (semi-display and lineage) are strictly non-negotiable. All acceptable advertisements are subject to VAT. Advertisers are responsible for ensuring that all their copy is clear and comply with the various legal requirements in force e.g. The Trade Description Act, Sex Discrimination Act, Data Protection Act & The Business Advertisements (Disclaimers) Order 1977.

FULL TERMS & CONDITIONS OF ADVERTISING AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.
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SCOTLAND

SCOTCOMMS
OPEN TUES-FRIDAY 10am-12.30pm, 2pm-5pm
SAT: 9am-1pm; 2pm-4pm. CLOSED MONDAY
25 Morton Street, Edinburgh 15
Tel: 031-657-2430

W. MIDLANDS

HEWARD'S HOME STORES LTD.
822/4 Kinstding Rd, Birmingham B44 9RT.
Tel: 021-354 2083
G4RJ/JV with 36 years in The Radio Trade
Ham Equipment urgently wanted.
Open: Mon-Sat 9-5

KENT

Thanet ELECTRONICS
95 Mortimer St, Herne Bay
Tel: (0227) 564684
Open Mon-Sat 9-3.30pm
except Thursday 9-1pm

LONDON

PROTEL AERIALS AND COMMUNICATIONS
Manufacturers and suppliers of aerials and accessories,
DXTV equipment and aerials also other specialist aerials.
Large range of bracketry and masts also available.
25-Ballards Lane, N1, Tel: 01-445 4441
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Details on request.

SURREY

GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS
34 Aldershot Rd., Guildford
Open Mon-Fri 9am-6.30pm.
Sat 9am-5.30pm

W. MIDLANDS

DRESSLER UK LTD
181 Francis Rd., Leyton, E10
Open 9-5.30 Monday-Friday 10-5 Saturday
Authorized dealers for:
Dressler, Yaesu, Icom, Standard, Trim/Kenwood,
Datong, SCM, Microwave Modules, Tonna.
Tel: 01-558 0854/556-1415 Telex: 695369

AMCOMM
Authorized Icom dealer
OPEN 10am - 5.30pm TUES-SAT. CLOSED MONDAY
NORTHOLT RD., S. HARROW
MIDDLESEX
TELL: 01-422 0925

MIDDLESEX

CENTRE ELECTRONICS
384 Stockfeld Road, Yardley, Birmingham B25 8PU
Specialist in the sale and service of ex-Government
and Vintage Radio and Test Equipment.
(Many spares in stock).
Telephone enquiries to 021-421 3258

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

R. WITHERS COMMUNICATIONS
584 Hagley Road West
Oldbury, West Bromwich B68 0886
Quinton B'Ham) Tel: 021-421 8201/2/3
Opening 9am-5.30pm. Late nights Thurs-Fri.
For all your communications requirements send SAE for
latest used list and latest info.

NORFOLK

D.P. HOBBS (Norwich) Ltd
13 St. Benedicts Street, Norwich
Tel: 060788
Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30
Closed Thurs.
Stockists of:
YAESU, FDK, ICOM, JAYBEAM
& Electronic Component Specialists

SP ELECTRONICS
48 Limby Road
Hucknall, Nottingham
Tel: (0602) 640377
Open Monday-Saturday 9.30-5.30
We have the largest stock of amateur Radio Equipment to be found under one roof anywhere in the UK.

We stock all makes, and have the facilities available for you to try the equipment to make sure it's exactly what you are looking for.

**YAESU FT290 AND FT690**
Probably the most popular multi mode 2 metre transceiver ever made. Also now available for 6 metres.
Our price £289 for 2m £249 for 6 metres.

**NEW ICON ICR7000**
The professional one 25MHz-2GHz. All mode 99 memories.
Keyboard entry or VFO control 6 tuning speeds .1-1-5-10-12½-25KC.
Dial lock, optional infra red control & voice synthesiser.

**ICOM IC3200**
Dual Band mobile or base transceiver 2 metre & 70 cm built-in duplexer.
2 only left.
List price £495
Our price £425.

**HAND HELD TRANSCEIVERS**
All popular models from £159.
FT203 FROM £169
FT209 FROM £270
FT209R FROM £239
FT703 FROM £205
FT709 FROM £225
TH21 FROM £159

**CONVERT YOUR SCANNER TO 1.3GHz or HF or BOTH**
A.R.E. Communications have developed 2 converters to match most VHF scanners.
If you own an AOR2001 the converter will tune to 1.3GHz or if you have an FT8500 you can convert down to HF tuning from 100KC to 30MHz - a truly general coverage receiver £99 each.

Phone 09252-29881 for all mail order - Access & Barclaycard accepted
Trade enquiries welcome
All prices include VAT and are correct as we go to press
Opening hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10am-5pm
PICTURE THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME

But proving that beauty is a little more than skin deep we’re taking the lid off our secret

- 25 watts TX output
- GaAsFET RF stage
- Transmit ALC circuit
- 13.8V DC operation
- Repeater shift (Simplex, Normal, Reverse)
- High level double balanced receive mixer
- LED bargraph power output indicator
- RF VOX - adjustable delay
- PTT override

New and exciting products are in store this year so follow our progress closely.

PRICE LIST FROM 1st JAN 1986

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Price inc. VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MML28/100-S</td>
<td>10m 100W Linear, 10W input</td>
<td>25W</td>
<td>144MHz</td>
<td>10W</td>
<td>129.95 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MML144/2000</td>
<td>2m 200W Linear, 3, 10, 25W input</td>
<td>150W</td>
<td>144MHz</td>
<td>10W</td>
<td>169.05 C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MML144/100-S</td>
<td>2m 100W Linear, 10W input</td>
<td>25W</td>
<td>144MHz</td>
<td>10W</td>
<td>106.95 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MML144/100-HS</td>
<td>2m 100W Linear, 25W input</td>
<td>25W</td>
<td>144MHz</td>
<td>10W</td>
<td>149.95 C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MML144/200-S</td>
<td>2m 200W Linear, 1 or 3W input</td>
<td>150W</td>
<td>144MHz</td>
<td>10W</td>
<td>169.05 C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MML432/30-LS</td>
<td>70cm 30W Linear, 1 or 3W input</td>
<td>30W</td>
<td>432MHz</td>
<td>3W</td>
<td>129.95 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MML432/50-S</td>
<td>70cm 50W Linear, 10W input</td>
<td>50W</td>
<td>432MHz</td>
<td>10W</td>
<td>149.95 C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MML432/100-S</td>
<td>70cm 100W Linear, 10W input</td>
<td>100W</td>
<td>432MHz</td>
<td>10W</td>
<td>149.95 C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC435/600</td>
<td>70cm ATV Converter, UHF output</td>
<td>600W</td>
<td>435MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td>334.65 D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTV435</td>
<td>70cm ATV 20W Transmitter</td>
<td>20W</td>
<td>435MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td>35.65 A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Postage/Packing Charges: A = 1.84 B = 3.91 C = 4.60 D = 5.98